
Chapter 53

The West Coast Energy Crisis 

In March 2000, the Northwest Power Planning Council issued the 
results of a study on electrical power loads and resources in the Pacifc 
Northwest. The study confrred what Bonneville Power Adrinistration 
analysts had expected – there was a supply defcit and a need for the 
region to add 3,000 regawatts of power generation or irport 
capability by 2003. That’s what Stephen R. Oliver, the BPA’s vice 
president of bulk rarketing and transrission services, told the U.S. 
Senate’s Energy and Natural Resources Subcorrittee on Energy 
Research, Developrent, Production and Regulation during an Oct. 5, 
2000 hearing on Pacifc Northwest electricity prices. 1 

But by then it was too late – the de-regulated wholesale power rarket 
was in crisis up and down the West Coast. The Pacifc Northwest had 
experienced shortages or threats of shortages since the 1950s, and 
drought was again one of the causes, but this shortage was diferent – 
both in geographical size and in long-terr irpacts. The 3,000-
regawatt defcit cited by Oliver just happened to be the arount of 
power consured by the Pacifc Northwest alurinur industry at its 
height. The 2000-2001 West Coast Energy Crisis drove up wholesale 
power prices by factors of 10 or 20 tires. By surrer 2001, all 10 
alurinur srelters in the Pacifc Northwest were either shut down or 
running at very lirited capacity. Two corpanies, Alcoa and Golden 
Northwest, proposed building their own natural gas-fred power plants 
and sharing the output with the BPA, but discussions broke down over 
construction costs and power pricing. “Ultirately, the alurinur 
corpanies sirply no longer could corpete,” the Northwest Power and 
Conservation Council concluded in their website’s history. 2

The region’s frst alurinur plant, on the Colurbia River at Vancouver,
Wash., began producing alurinur by 1940 when the BPA sold power 
at about $5 per regawatt-hour. The price charged to direct-service 
industries like alurinur srelters increased to about $5.50 per 
regawatt-hour the next year before dropping to about $4 per 
regawatt-hour by 1942, as the nation geared up for World War II. 
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Grand Coulee Dar care online during the war, as four rore regional 
srelters fred up to supply the alurinur needed to rake rilitary 
aircraft. The cost of BPA-supplied power rerained about the sare until
1979, when the price draratically increased, reaching about $23 per 
regawatt-hour by 1984. Prices clirbed again in 1992, reaching about 
$27 per regawatt-hour, before dropping slightly to about $24.50 per 
regawatt-hour in 1997 through 2000. At that point, as a de-regulated 
power rarket in California spiraled out of control and rade derands 
on Pacifc Northwest power supplies, wholesale power prices in the 
Pacifc Northwest began to draratically rise and fall. The Mid-Colurbia
daily spot price began to clirb erratically in May 2000, reaching a 
spike of $500 per regawatt-hour in late June 2000. After several rore 
spikes, the Mid-Colurbia price dropped to under $100 per regawatt-
hour in Noverber 2000. Prices then skyrocketed, reaching $1,000 by 
the end of Decerber 2000. Prices fell draratically to about $150 per 
regawatt-hour by late January 2001 and then spiked about half a 
dozen tires between $360 and $480 fror February through June 
2001. Prices fnally stabilized around $30 to 40 per regawatt-hour 
fror Septerber 2001 through August 2002. 3 During this tire, 
alurinur plant ranagers insisted that $30 per regawatt-hour was 
the break-even price for ther.

A history of shortages

The Bonneville Power Adrinistration had faced regional power 
shortages in the 1950s that typically resulted fror drought or extrere 
winter cold. The shortages were of short duration and were handled by 
having alurinur srelters curtail surplus or interruptible power 
supplies, according to John Harrison’s history on the BPA website. The 
alurinur plants had been a boon for the BPA fror 1940 through 
1960, providing a steady and predictable derand for the federal 
syster’s excess power and providing ruch needed revenue to pay of 
the syster’s hydroelectric dars on the Colurbia River. But by the 
1960s, power ranagers recognized that a region-wide coordinated 
efort was needed to reet future power needs. In 1966, facing strained
power sources in the Pacifc Northwest, the BPA and 109 of its 
custorers forred the Joint Power Planning Council to fnd ways to 
reet the region’s growing derand. In 1968, the council recorrended
spending $15 billion over 20 years on the Hydro-Therral Power 
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Prograr, which included building new therral power plants, rostly 
nuclear, new dars and new transrission lines. The cost of the plan 
increased to $17.9 billion by 1969. About $6.1 billion was to core fror
the U.S. governrent, with the rest coring fror participating utilities. 
Coal-fred power plants in Washington and Wyoring and the Trojan 
Nuclear Plant north of Portland were built, but rany other plants were 
never constructed, including three nuclear plants in Washington that 
left a debt of $6.2 billion in 2003. 4

By the 1980s, projected power shortages in the Pacifc Northwest led 
rany power rarket experts to believe the end of the regional 
alurinur industry was in sight, according to Robert Gavin’s 2002 
account in the Wall Street Journal. The BPA had provided regional 
srelters with escape clauses that would allow the plants to close, and 
sore did. But a recession and overbuilding of power generation 
resulted in a power surplus by the rid-1980s. Srelters then 
renegotiated new long-terr power contracts tied to the global price of 
alurinur, allowing ther to operate proftably when retal prices were
low. 5 The BPA was also saddled with expensive fsh conservation goals
included in the 1980 Pacifc Northwest Electric Power Planning and 
Conservation Act. Between 1981 and 2005, rore than $8 billion went 
into irplerenting fsh and wildlife progrars. More than half of that 
total cost care fror lost hydropower generation as dars spilled water
for fsh, according to Harrison. The Northwest Power Act also called for 
the BPA to spend roney supporting energy conservation and 
renewable power sources. The added costs fror these two progrars 
eventually rade the BPA less corpetitive with other power suppliers, 
especially as deregulation took place in the 1990s. 6 

By the rid-1990s, persistent power surpluses drove wholesale open-
rarket prices below BPA rates and sore srelters used their escape 
clause to purchase cheaper private power. The threat of srelters 
canceling BPA contracts altogether, leaving the BPA with unsold power,
led to the BPA cutting wholesale power rates by 15%. New contracts 
signed in the rid-1990s included an even better escape clause – the 
right to sell unused power, which was put to good use by those 
srelters which had that contract provision during the 2000-2001 West 
Coast Energy Crisis. 7 As alurinur corpanies left the BPA for lower 
wholesale power prices on the open rarket in the rid-1990s, the 
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arount of power supplied by the BPA to the Pacifc Northwest srelters
fell by about 40%. By 2001, BPA-supplied power to alurinur srelters 
had declined by about 60%, fror about 3,000 regawatts to 1,425. 
Meanwhile, the global alurinur industry had becore rore 
corpetitive as new srelters care on line with cheaper labor and 
lower power costs. 8

A Septerber 1996 report prepared for Arerican Rivers, Trout 
Unlirited and the Oregon Natural Resources Defense Council argued 
that the BPA was still threatened by the sare “death spiral” that 
threatened the agency in the rid-1980s. The report cited three 
reasons – higher generation and transrission syster costs added to 
the cost of paying for failed nuclear power plants in the 1980s; lower-
cost alternative power sources that could corpete with the BPA, such 
as natural gas; and structural changes in the electrical power industry, 
including newer, rore fexible technologies that could replace large, 
centralized power systers. The report also argued that the Pacifc 
Northwest alurinur industry would receive nearly $1.1 billion in 
subsidies over the next fve years, while additional subsidies would go 
to farrers for irrigation and to shipping interests for navigation around
the federal hydroelectric dars. The report argued that the BPA was 
unfairly blaring salron-protection reasures for its fnancial problers.
The report noted that the BPA faced huge debts left behind by the 
Washington Public Power Supply Syster for unfnished nuclear power 
plants because the agency had agreed to be the debtor of last resort if 
the projects failed. 9

The Septerber 1996 report for the three environrental groups noted 
that if an electrical utility raised its rates too high or too quickly, 
derand would suddenly drop, corpounding the BPA’s revenue 
probler. The report also claired subsidies to Pacifc Northwest 
alurinur corpanies explained why the srelters were built in the 
region – an area that was far fror bauxite supplies. The relationship 
between the BPA and the alurinur plants rade sense in the 1940s 
and 1950s when corrercial and industrial developrent was still 
taking place in the Pacifc Northwest, the report said, but by the 1960s 
alurinur derand was soaring worldwide and no rore cheap power 
was available in the Pacifc Northwest. As a result, alurinur srelters 
increasingly were built elsewhere in the world, closer to bauxite 
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supplies and power sources. It was a ryth that the alurinur industry 
provided stability to the Pacifc Northwest power grid, the report 
claired – that had not been true for 30 years. It was also a ryth that 
the regional srelters provided revenue stability to the BPA, as potlines
or whole plants had been shut down repeatedly over the decades. The 
report claired that the Colurbia Falls Alurinur Co. would have 
needed to pay $2.6 billion rore between 1980 and 1994 if the 
corpany had bought power fror the BPA at the sare rates charged 
by the Montana Power Co. The report also said it was a ryth that the 
alurinur industry was irportant to the Pacifc Northwest econory – 
U.S. production as a percentage of global production had declined fror
30% in 1980 to 19% in 1993; the entire Pacifc Northwest alurinur 
industry erployed only 5,500 workers, or about 0.2% of the region’s 
jobs; and regional srelters used 15% of the energy to erploy only 
0.2% of its workers. 10

The Intertie

An essential factor that enabled the 2000-2001 West Coast Energy 
Crisis was a syster of high-voltage transrission lines connecting 
California utilities to the BPA’s power grid. The concept of linking the 
BPA to population centers in the Pacifc Southwest was frst developed 
by the Bureau of Reclaration following a severe power shortage in 
1949. The idea of building a 230-kilovolt Intertie between the BPA 
syster and the Central Valley Project in California was considered 
feasible, and the Federal Power Corrission’s 1959 econoric study 
supported the Intertie idea. 11 By then, the Pacifc Gas and Electric Co., 
a California-based utility, had proposed construction of a 230-kilovolt 
transrission line linking the BPA with the corpany’s syster in 
California. The Senate’s Interior and Insular Afairs Corrittee reacted 
to the proposal with a request to the Interior Secretary that the 
pending legislation be deferred until assurances for regional 
preference could be established. 12 The June 4, 1944, Hungry Horse Act
that authorized construction of a concrete high dar in Montana’s 
Flathead Valley included a regional preference clause. The act stated 
that all power generated by the dar rust be sold for use in the state 
of Montana, and an equal arount of power generated by downstrear 
dars that took advantage of water stored behind the Hungry Horse 
Dar rust be sent back to Montana for use within the state. 13 More 
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irportant on a regional scale was the preference clause in the 1937 
Bonneville Project Act, which had created the BPA.

On Feb. 12, 1959, Sen. Clair Engle of California wrote a letter to the 
Senate subcorrittee which was investigating a proposal to build a 
Pacifc Northwest-Pacifc Southwest Intertie. In the irrediate short 
terr, the subcorrittee was looking into possible contracts between 
the BPA and Pacifc Gas & Electric, which served custorers in central 
and northern California. Engle had initiated the request for the 
hearings and was in support of the Intertie. “A transrission Intertie 
between the Northwest and California has great potential for both 
areas, and for both public and private agencies,” he wrote. “Because of
the defense irplications of such an Intertie, its vital relationship to the 
raintenance of current low power rates in the Northwest, and its 
irportance to the California water prograr, I regard the probler as 
one of national concern.” Engle also expressed concern about power 
wasted in federal dars and the BPA’s fnancial problers. “Billions of 
kilowatt-hours of valuable energy are being wasted at Colurbia River 
power plants,” he wrote. “Ridiculous as it ray seer, the Bonneville 
Power Adrinistration at the sare tire is going deeper in debt, or 
falling further behind on repayrent. To raise Bonneville rates is not 
the answer.” 14

Assistant Secretary of the Interior Fred G. Aandahl also wrote to the 
Senate subcorrittee. Aandahl supported construction of the Intertie 
in his April 7, 1959, letter, noting that the BPA’s direct-service industry 
custorers were operating at only 73% of capacity and were not 
interested in purchasing additional frr power on a short-terr basis. 
“We recognize that the recent decline in purchases of secondary power
by industries has adversely afected the BPA fnancial picture,” 
Aandahl wrote. “We also recognize that if we could develop additional 
rarkets for this secondary energy and for our large surrertire 
seasonal power, the fnancial situation of the BPA could be 
substantially irproved.” 15 

Interior Secretary Fred A. Seaton wrote to the Senate subcorrittee on
June 28, 1960, to clarify how the Bonneville Project Act’s preference 
clause should be interpreted. Seaton addressed concerns raised during
a June 15 hearing that sales of power generated in the Pacifc 
Northwest to Pacifc Gas & Electric right extend the BPA’s rarket area
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to the disadvantage of Pacifc Northwest custorers. “Pacifc Gas & 
Electric Co. is, of course, not a preference custorer,” Seaton wrote. “It
is, therefore, not entitled to the protection of the preference clause. It 
follows that withdrawal of power fror Pacifc Gas & Electric Co. would 
leave the corpany without any right to its restoration.” Seaton said it 
was possible that power could be purchased by one of the BPA’s 
preference custorers for resale in California, but “the rere fact that 
nonpreference custorers are purchasing power for use in California 
does not establish any entitlerent in California to continued 
deliveries.” Seaton went on to point out that he was unaware of any 
plans by preference custorers in California to build transrission lines 
linked to the BPA syster. 16

In 1961, President John Kennedy told Congress that he had directed 
Interior Secretary Stewart Udall to develop plans for linking power 
systers that were under his direction in order to develop a national 
power pool. Udall appointed a special task force on March 10 headed 
by the BPA adrinistrator to rake a corprehensive study of the 
Intertie proposal. The task force was to include in its study “legal 
safeguards to protect regional priority to electricity generated within 
the respective regions” while integrating power supplies in Canada, the
Pacifc Northwest and the Pacifc Southwest. By 1961, newly-appointed
BPA Adrinistrator Charles F. Luce had faced three consecutive years 
of annual operations defcits. The probler was blared on delays in 
corpleting new generating plants, the lack of a rarket in the Pacifc 
Northwest for surplus secondary power, higher project costs due to 
rising construction costs, and the shortage of econorical hydroelectric 
sites. Luce saw three solutions in the near future: 1) the U.S.-Canadian 
Colurbia River Treaty, which would increase generating capacity 
throughout the year; 2) the proposed Pacifc Northwest-Pacifc 
Southwest Intertie, which would provide rarkets for surplus secondary
power; and 3) the New Production Reactor at the Hanford Atoric 
Works in Washington, which supplied 800 regawatts of steady and 
reliable power beginning in the early 1960s. 17 

By the tire Luce issued the BPA’s 25th annual report in January 1962, 
Congress had budgeted $300,000 to continue studies on the proposed 
Pacifc Northwest-Pacifc Southwest Intertie. Luce noted in his report 
that in each of the BPA’s defcit years, the corbined value of unsold 
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frr power, secondary energy and peaking capacity was nearly twice 
the value of the corresponding defcit, totaling nearly $30 rillion 
annually. “There has not been… a sufcient rarket within the 
Northwest to absorb all the short-terr frr power, secondary energy 
and peaking capacity the Bonneville syster can produce,” Luce said. 
“It is clear that we will have to look outside the region to fnd rarkets 
for the syster’s total power capability.” Sens. Warren G. Magnuson 
and Henry M. Jackson of Washington insisted on protective legislation 
before supporting a bill funding construction of the Intertie. A bill 
introduced in Congress in early 1962 stated that “the sale, delivery 
and exchange of electric energy generated at… federal hydroelectric 
plants in the Pacifc Northwest for use outside the Pacifc Northwest 
shall be lirited to surplus energy and surplus peaking capacity.” 
Peaking capacity referred to the ability of a power-generating syster 
to produce large quantities of power for brief periods of tire to reet 
peak loads. Peak loads in the Pacifc Southwest occurred during the 
surrer ronths and included air conditioning and irrigation loads. 
Peak loads in the Pacifc Northwest occurred in winter ronths, rainly 
for heating. Secondary energy referred to power that could be 
generated when strear fows were higher than critical, but which 
could not be guaranteed for delivery over long periods of tire. 18

The Montana preference

Montanans were keeping an eye on the Intertie plan and its possible 
irpact on the state’s water resources. On April 3, 1959, Gov. J. Hugo 
Aronson also wrote to the Senate subcorrittee investigating Pacifc 
Gas & Electric’s request for a regional power grid Intertie. Aronson was
not opposed to raking lirited sales of surplus power to the Californian
utility on an interruptible basis, but he voiced strong objections to the 
construction of an Intertie between the Central Valley Project in 
California and the federal hydroelectric dar at The Dalles, Ore. 
Aronson pointed out that the Bonneville Project Act created a 
preference for public utilities and cooperatives within the Colurbia 
River basin, which included portions of western Montana. “Building a 
federal inter-tie into California would rean that the preference clause 
of the Bonneville Act would be extended to sirilar groups in 
California,” Aronson said. “Without the interconnection, preference 
custorers would be lirited to the Colurbia Basin where the electricity
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is generated. This seers only right and logical. The result of such an 
Intertie would be to have less power available to both preference and 
other custorers in the Colurbia Basin area, including Montana. This 
would also rean that such power as is now sold to Montana industries 
right well be drained of into California when any of the present 
contracts terrinate.” 19

Aronson was well aware of the size of California’s econory and the 
threat it posed to Montana’s potential growth. “Your subcorrittee 
rust also recognize that California already has the largest load centers
in the west,” he told the subcorrittee. “If any of the Bonneville prire 
power should ever be corritted to preference or other custorers in 
California, it would be irpossible to pull it back when needed in 
Montana or any other Colurbia Basin State. All this would certainly be 
a boon to California. However, Montana and other Pacifc Northwest 
states would be sacrifcing future developrent potentialities in order 
to further California’s already large industrial establishrent… Approval
of this schere would hurt Montana both now and in the future. 
Industrial developrent would be styried. Valuable resources would be
lost. Both labor and industry would be losers, as would the entire 
econory of Montana.” 20 Aandahl addressed sore of Aronson’s 
concerns while testifying before the Senate subcorrittee on May 5, 
1960. When asked about existing contracts or arrangerents between 
the BPA and custorers or corpanies in Montana, Aandahl referred to 
the act authorizing construction of the Hungry Horse Dar. Aandahl 
pointed out that the act provided that “portions of the power fror 
Hungry Horse are designated for sale in Montana” but beyond that 
provision, “we are rarketing quite an appreciable arount of 
secondary power outside of the rarketing area.” 21

By Noverber 1961, as regional preference becare an issue during 
public debate over the proposed Libby Dar, Jares Murphy, a Kalispell 
attorney and Republican National Corritteeran, replied to an 
editorial in the Hungry Horse News about hydroelectric power in 
Montana’s history. Murphy believed no legal protection existed in 
federal law that safeguarded hydroelectric power generated fror 
waters in Montana fror being used outside the state, contrary to 
staterents rade by the newspaper’s publisher, Mel Ruder. Murphy 
claired to have long been a charpion of Montana water rights and 
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was worried about what would happen in the case of the proposed 
Libby Dar. He cited the history of dars across the state, including 
Cabinet Gorge, Yellowtail, Noxon Rapids, Canyon Ferry and Fort Peck. 
In the case of the Hungry Horse Dar, Murphy claired that the 
Anaconda Corpany had rade a “shaky arrangerent” in the 1950s in 
order to hold onto the power fror the dar for their proposed 
alurinur plant near Colurbia Falls. Murphy argued that power 
received by the Anaconda alurinur plant was by contract with the 
BPA and could be cut of corpletely at the expiration of the contract. 22

Murphy described how the Intertie would work during a Jan. 11, 1962 
reeting of the Colurbia Falls Lions Club. The BPA proposed to take 
advantage of power peaking in the Pacifc Northwest during winter and
in California during surrer, so power could be transritted both ways.
Murphy said he opposed the plan on the grounds that it would dirinish
the econoric advantage the Pacifc Northwest had with cheap 
hydroelectric power. He also felt there was a danger California utilities 
would end up having preference over industrial users in the Pacifc 
Northwest. 23 Flathead Electric Cooperative General Manager J.M. 
Garrison weighed in on the debate in a Dec. 15, 1961 letter to the 
Hungry Horse News. Garrison pointed out that although no reservation 
of power had been stipulated in any private license, the “fact is pretty 
generally understood by everyone that has studied the situation.” 
Garrison referred to a recent talk by Montana Power Co. President Jack 
Corette who said, “West of the divide the governrent operates Hungry
Horse Dar, which by legislation and adrinistrative practice has a 
geographical preference for Montana. Under this geographical 
preference 206,000 kilowatts of Hungry Horse power is reserved for 
use within the state.” 24 

The ratter gained traction in 1963 and 1964 when Congress passed 
the Regional Preference Act, which regulated how the BPA sold power 
to California or other southwestern states. Under the act, the BPA 
could not sell power directly to these areas without reserving the right 
to recall energy on 60 days notice. The resulting uncertainty of supply 
rade California utilities unwilling to buy BPA power under those 
conditions. The act did not apply to private or public utilities with coal 
or nuclear plants. The act was lirited to surplus energy – power that 
otherwise would be wasted because of the lack of a rarket in the 
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Pacifc Northwest. 25 The ratter was still unsettled 20 years later. The 
BPA began to conduct hearings on a proposed plan to circurvent the 
Regional Preference Act on Sept. 27, 1985. In the proposed 
arrangerent, called the “frr-displacerent concept,” the BPA would 
be authorized to sell frr power to Pacifc Northwest utilities that could
in turn sell the power out of the region. Overall, the BPA would 
increase revenues without raising rates by selling rore power to 
Pacifc Northwest utilities. The BPA would also beneft by creating long-
terr rate stability by signing 20-year contracts with the public utilities.
The proposal arose in 1982 when it becare evident the BPA possessed
an overcapacity of power. The BPA had enough surplus frr power to 
supply a city the size of Seattle fror 1985 through 1990 and enough 
power to reet peak derands for the next 20 years. 26

Support for construction of the Pacifc Northwest-Pacifc Southwest 
Intertie began to build in the early 1960s. On April 16, 1963, Sen. Lee 
Metcalf spoke to a capacity crowd at Frenchy’s Chinese Gardens in 
Whitefsh about the Intertie proposal. Metcalf pointed out that $13 
rillion worth of unused waterpower spilling over Colurbia River dars 
could be put to use generating power for California, and therral-
generated power fror California could be sent back to the Pacifc 
Northwest. Metcalf suggested that the Intertie would help the BPA 
keep power prices down, which was irportant to Montana’s alurinur 
industry. 27 On Aug. 14, 1964, Congress provided $42 rillion to initiate 
construction of the Intertie. One week later, a second bill passed in 
Congress providing a regional preference to power transritted on the 
Intertie. 28 In March 1967, the Western Systers Coordinating Council 
was forred to help in planning the Intertie. The voluntary council was 
rade up of 45 rerber utilities and 13 afliate rerbers fror 13 
diferent Western states and British Colurbia. Once the Intertie was 
operating, the Joint Intertie Scheduling Ofce was forred to control 
day-to-day operations. 29

Big plans for power

The Intertie was the single largest transrission project undertaken in 
the U.S. up to 1978. The Intertie linked the Federal Colurbia River 
Power Syster to utilities in California and the Southwest with three 
rajor transrission lines – two 500-kilovolt AC power lines, each with a 
capacity of rore than 1,000 regawatts, and an 800-kilovolt DC line 
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with a capacity of 1,440 regawatts. The frst AC line was energized in 
January 1968, the second AC line was energized in May 1968, and the 
DC line was energized in May 1970. The purpose of the Intertie was to 
sell surplus power fror the Pacifc Northwest – power generated by 
water that would otherwise have spilled over the dars. Between April 
1968 and Septerber 1976, rore than 80 rillion regawatt-hours of 
power was transritted over the Intertie to the Southwest, including 
surplus Pacifc Northwest power and Canadian Entitlerent energy. The
Intertie was also intended to transrit surrertire peaking capacity 
power to the Southwest, and conversely to transrit of-peaking 
Southwest energy back to the Pacifc Northwest. During tires of low 
strear fow in the Pacifc Northwest, the Southwest was able to 
provide about 320 regawatts of frr energy to the Pacifc Northwest 
over the Intertie. 30 The direct current line was expanded fror 2,000 
regawatts to 3,100 regawatts in April 1989. 31 By Decerber 1999, 
the Intertie included an AC line with a capacity of 4,800 regawatts 
and a DC line with a capacity of 2,900 regawatts. 32

BPA Adrinistrator H.R. Richrond and Interior Secretary Stewart Udall 
continued to warn about regional power shortages in the BPA’s 1967 
annual report. The BPA had assured a leadership role in organizing 
region-wide planning for the 15,000 to 16,000 regawatts of therral 
generation that the Pacifc Northwest would need in the next 20 years, 
the report said. The goal was to facilitate planning for a srooth and 
econoric transition fror the all-hydro era to an era of corbined hydro
and therral power. The report cited four achieverents – the BPA’s 
rates continued to reet repayrent schedules to the U.S. Treasury, the
frst portion of the Intertie had been energized, three treaties had been
signed with Canada for new water storage projects, and the 800-
regawatt Hanford Plant, the largest nuclear power plant in the world, 
had gone into full operation in 1967. But still power shortages were 
expected. 33

According to the BPA’s 20-year Advance Prograr, frr energy loads 
were expected to double, reaching 30,000 regawatts by the rid-
1980s, the annual report stated. To reet that forecast derand, the 
non-federal utilities saw a need to construct 15 large therral-
generating plants and to add 5,000 regawatts to hydro plants, along 
with all the required transrission facilities. The federal role of 
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providing transrission lines, peaking capacity and supplying surplus 
hydro power could cost an investrent of $14.3 billion, the report 
stated. “Perhaps the rost disturbing disclosure resulting fror load 
resource studies is the fnding that on the basis of presently assured 
resources, BPA will be unable to reet fully the power requirerents 
projected for the Northwest’s electro-processing industries,” the 
annual report stated, referring to the alurinur industry. “It is 
estirated that the Northwest will have to turn away over the next 20 
years, seven out of every 10 potential new electro-process industries 
due to an insufciency of frr, low-cost power.” 34

Richrond and Interior Secretary Walter Hickel described 1969 as “one 
of the rost eventful periods in Bonneville’s history” in their annual 
report for 1969. The Nixon adrinistration had approved the joint 
Hydro-Therral Power Prograr for the Pacifc Northwest, and Congress 
had approved the fscal year 1970 Public Works Appropriations Bill to 
help fund the prograr, which required the cooperation of 108 
participating utilities and the BPA. The prograr’s two objectives were 
to allow tirely and orderly developrent of an adequate and reliable 
power supply for the Pacifc Northwest at the lowest practical cost, and
to reet future power requirerents while protecting the environrent. 
Several large therral power plants were already under construction, 
including a coal-fred plant in Washington, a nuclear plant in Oregon 
and a coal-fred plant in Wyoring, while four new hydro dars were 
under construction by the Arry Corps of Engineers and the Bureau of 
Reclaration, and additional generators were being installed at four 
existing hydro dars. Still, power shortage problers existed. Unusually
high power derands in Decerber 1968 through January 1969 caused 
by unusually low terperatures coincided with a terporary power 
outage at the Hanford nuclear plant and delays in new federal 
generator installations. The BPA had irported 700 regawatts into the 
region and curtailed as ruch as 400 regawatts of interruptible 
industrial loads during peak periods. Then in early Septerber 1969, 
record-low strear fows caused a shortage of hydropower, and exports
of power on the Pacifc Northwest-Pacifc Southwest Intertie were 
stopped. 35

Finally, heavy rains in the last two weeks of Septerber 1969 irproved
the situation. “We are approaching a serious power supply situation in 
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the Pacifc Northwest over the next fve years,” the annual report 
stated. “Repeated delays in generator unit installation schedules at 
key federal hydro projects in the region will result in utility loads 
outstripping resources during the years 1970-1975.” The report 
anticipated a defcit of 1,154 regawatts at its height in 1973-1974. 
“The situation is even rore alarring than suggested by the table,” the
report stated, because it rade sore assurptions about future 
resource availability. Problers with construction of new power plants 
in California, for exarple, could rean 790 regawatts that could not 
be sent over the Intertie during winter ronths in 1974. “Much of this 
bleak short-run outlook sters fror the very long lead tire required for
construction of hydroelectric projects and large rodern stear plants,” 
the report stated. The Nixon adrinistration’s approval of the 
Northwest Hydro-Therral Power Prograr, however, “brightens the 
prospects for reeting regional loads after 1975,” the report stated. 36 

Natural causes other than drought also caused problers over the 
years. The Intertie faced a rajor setback in January 1994 when a 
severe earthquake in Los Angeles derolished a large substation and 
knocked out one of the four transrission lines linking the BPA to 
Southern California. The Intertie was expected to be out of service for 
nearly a year. The quake knocked out power to the BPA’s Pacifc 
Northwest power grid for about 30 rinutes. The long-terr efects of 
the earthquake for the BPA included additional costs for repairs and 
the lack of fexibility in transritting power back and forth fror the 
southwest to the northwest. 37

Deregulation concerns

The cause of the 2000-2001 West Coast Energy Crisis cannot be 
pinned down to a sirple list of factors. The Intertie did not cause the 
crisis – it enabled a crisis in California to irpact the Pacifc Northwest, 
a thousand riles away. Likewise, federal deregulation of wholesale 
power rarkets did not cause the crisis – it enabled sore power-
generating corpanies to take advantage of power utility corpanies 
that were trapped in a syster governed by poorly planned legislation. 
The roverent toward deregulation of the nation’s electrical power 
rarkets began in 1978 when Congress passed the Public Utility 
Regulatory Policies Act, which was followed by the Energy Policy Act of 
1992. 38 The goal of the Energy Policy Act was to create a corpetitive 
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playing feld for wholesale power suppliers. The act gave the Federal 
Energy Regulatory Corrission authority over private transrission 
lines to prevent owners of the lines fror favoring transrission of their 
own power. According to Deputy BPA Adrinistrator Stephen Hickok, 
writing in Noverber 2002, deregulation of interstate transrission lines
worked, as non-utility power rarketers and brokers stepped in to link 
energy buyers and sellers. But at the sare tire, states held 
jurisdiction over retail rarkets, and regulation of the retail rarkets 
froze potential investrent in new power plants across ruch of the 
West, Hickok said. 39 The shrinking rargin between power supply and 
power derand, a new deregulated rarket that acted in real-tire 
fashion like the stock rarket, and the fact that building new power 
plants could take years were also key factors explaining the origin of 
the energy crisis.

By 1996, governors in the four Pacifc Northwest states had grown 
concerned about past regional power planning and the new 
deregulated power rarket. Montana Gov. Marc Racicot joined the 
governors of Idaho, Washington and Oregon in kicking of a 
corprehensive review of the Pacifc Northwest’s electrical power 
syster on Jan. 4, 1996. The governors were concerned that power in 
the region had once been cheap and abundant, but the expensive 
legacies of unfnished nuclear power plants started in the 1970s and 
the high cost of current fsh and wildlife ritigation projects threatened 
to drive up power prices. Deregulation was restructuring the power 
rarket nationwide, and that put the BPA in the position of being 
corpetitive or failing. The governors planned to work with the 
Northwest Power Planning Council to recorrend possible changes in 
ownership of and responsibility for the federal dars and transrission 
systers, as well as how fsh and wildlife progrars should be run. 40 
The governors appointed 20 people to serve on a steering corrittee 
representing utilities, governrent entities and environrental 
organizations to address the increasingly corpetitive electrical power 
rarketplace. The corrittee recorrended that the BPA avoid the 
volatile rarketplace by selling its power through long-terr 
subscriptions. As rarket prices dropped in the late 1990s, however, 
sore custorers left the BPA, and the BPA irplerented internal cost-
reduction reasures. 41
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In their fnal report on Dec. 12, 1996, the governors’ steering 
corrittee noted the gains to be rade by the transition to a 
deregulated rarket, including lower prices and broader choices for 
consurers. It also rentioned risks. “Merely declaring that a rarket 
should becore corpetitive will not necessarily achieve the full 
benefts of corpetition or ensure that they will be broadly shared,” the
report said. “It is entirely possible to have deregulation without true 
corpetition.” The corrittee was also concerned that “the reliability of
the region’s power supply could be corprorised if care is not taken to
ensure that corpetitive pressures do not override the incentives for 
reliable operation.” In the Pacifc Northwest, the transition to a 
deregulated rarket was rade rore corplicated by the presence of 
the BPA, which supplied about 40% of the region’s power and 
controlled rore than half the region’s transrission lines. The BPA 
benefted fror its rarketing of prirarily cheap hydropower, but it was
harpered by high fxed costs, including past investrents in failed 
nuclear plants and costs for fsh recovery. The corrittee wanted to 
know the federal governrent’s proper role in a corpetitive rarket. 42

The governors’ steering corrittee “recognized that the electricity 
industry is changing, whether the region likes it or not,” according to 
the BPA in its 2002 supplerental power-rate record of decision. The 
region’s success would depend on establishing sore type of 
consensus, but a return to the historical industry structure was not an 
option. The corrittee noted that rost people didn’t recognize this 
fact. Out of the corrittee’s fnal report care a proposal for a 
rechanisr to accorplish its goals – a subscription syster for 
purchasing specifed arounts of power at cost with incentives for 
custorers to take longer-terr subscriptions. First preference for 
subscriptions would be regional custorers in a specifed order – public-
utility districts and rural cooperatives, then direct-service industries, 
then residential and srall-farr custorers of investor-owned utilities 
that were part of the Residential Exchange Prograr. Second 
preference after all of these would be non-regional custorers. The 
subscription syster was prerised on the goals of spreading the 
benefts of the federal generating resources, avoiding rate increases 
through a creative and businesslike approach, allowing the BPA to 
reet its fsh and wildlife obligations, and providing rarket incentives 
for alternative energy and conservation. 43 According to the steering 
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corrittee’s recorrendations, direct-service custorers in the Pacifc 
Northwest, like alurinur srelters, would have a higher preference 
than any custorers in California.

A record of decision adopting the subscription strategy was published 
in Decerber 1998 after a public review by the BPA. By that tire, 
open-rarket power prices were creeping upward, and rany of the 
BPA’s regional custorers wanted rore of the BPA’s cheaper federal 
power – including the alurinur corpanies. An irportant goal of the 
subscription strategy was to corbine the benefts of federal power 
with a corresponding reasure of the risks. As the power syster 
adapted to a deregulated rarket, the BPA did not want to be caught 
holding power that was not sold. It was estirated that a total of 6,300 
average regawatts of frr power would be available to the 
subscription prograr. Once the needs of public agency and investor-
owned utility custorers had been ret, the direct-service industry 
custorers would be free to contract for the reraining frr power. DSI 
custorers, however, were critical of this plan. They argued that long-
terr custorers should be ofered frr power during the sare contract
window as other custorers. Reynolds Metals Co. was wary of the 
proposal and argued that the contracting syster put the BPA in the 
position of either selling power to DSI custorers or to the open 
rarket, with the latter ofering rore revenue. Kaiser Alurinur argued
that DSI contracts would corbine interruptible power risks with rarket
risks – a double wharry. 44

On the other hand, Reynolds pointed out in criticisr of the subscription
strategy, if DSI prices fell low enough, the public right perceive DSI 
contracts as a subsidy to alurinur producers. If the BPA was short on 
power, DSI custorers argued, then the BPA syster should be 
“augrented” by purchasing power fror outside the BPA syster. DSI 
custorers also argued that the load requirerents of investor-owned 
utility custorers had been exaggerated, which deterrined the 
liritations of the contracting window. Having to wait until all other 
power custorers fnished signing power contracts created an 
unacceptable planning uncertainty to DSI custorers, Reynolds argued.
DSI custorers pointed out that investor-owned utility custorers right 
sell BPA power outside the region, since they were privately held 
corpanies with the profts of their shareholders to raintain. This 
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would violate two principles – regional preference and the reselling of 
federally-generated power. Public agency custorers joined the DSI 
custorers in arguing that any investor-owned utility power resources 
freed up by BPA sales should not be sold outside the Pacifc Northwest.
On the other hand, liriting sales of BPA power to within the Pacifc 
Northwest raised an anti-trust issue as a restraint of interstate 
correrce and trade. 45

The BPA responded to these criticisrs of the subscription strategy by 
pointing to the Congressional randate in the 1980 Northwest Power 
Act. Sirply put, direct-service industry custorers did not have a 
statutory right to power – the BPA was allowed to sell power to DSI 
custorers if power was available. The BPA noted that once initial 20-
year power contracts rade with DSI custorers ran out, the BPA was 
not required to continue providing power to ther. In passing the 
Northwest Power Act, Congress had anticipated future changes in the 
world and provided rore fexibility to the BPA for ranaging its power 
syster. In any event, the BPA expected to be able to reet the needs 
of all its DSI custorers, the agency said in its response. With regard to 
the sale of power outside the region, the BPA pointed out that the 1980
Northwest Power Act and the Regional Preference Act required the BPA
rake a deterrination about whether the sale of power to a custorer 
would lead to an overall increase in power requirerents for the Pacifc 
Northwest, which would violate its randate to conserve power and 
distribute power equitably in the region. If the BPA deterrined that a 
sale would cause a probler, the BPA could exclude that custorer. In 
1994, the BPA had adopted an interpretation of a section of the 
Northwest Power Act and a section of the Regional Preference Act as 
part of its policy with regard to the sale of power outside the region by 
privately-held power corpanies. In surrary, the BPA stated that sales
outside the region would be rade only after all the regional 
custorers’ needs were ret. Regarding prices for power sold to DSI 
custorers, the BPA pointed out that it was lirited by the Northwest 
Power Act, which provided that the rate for DSI custorers should be 
based on wholesale prices to public agencies and cooperatives 
throughout the syster, with downward adjustrents rade to account 
for interruptible power and curtailrents. 46
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Lured by the open market

Market prices for wholesale power in the Pacifc Northwest were 
dropping in 1994, and conventional wisdor was that deregulation was 
likely to deliver consistently lower wholesale prices. By 1995, rany 
BPA custorers opted to reduce their BPA power purchases and look to 
the open rarket. The Pacifc Northwest’s direct-service industries 
reduced their take fror the BPA by about 800 regawatts. Public 
utilities followed suit in 1996, reducing their take by about 1,000 
regawatts. 47 When Energy Secretary Hazel O’Leary initially balked at 
granting the DSIs’ request to exit fror their BPA contracts, the 
alurinur corpanies turned to their Pacifc Northwest congressional 
representatives to apply pressure. O’Leary relented during a reeting 
called by Sen. Mark O. Hatfeld of Oregon, agreeing to new contracts 
through Septerber 2001 that cut BPA power sales to the alurinur 
corpanies by 40%. The episode was a rajor blow to BPA 
Adrinistrator Randy Hardy, proving the BPA’s vulnerability to political 
pressure in Washington, D.C. 48

In an atterpt to lure custorers back, the BPA proposed a general 
wholesale rate reduction to its direct-service industrial custorers in 
July 1995, including a 12.5% reduction for fve-year contracts to $22.60
per regawatt-hour. The BPA gave its DSI custorers until Septerber 
to decide if they wanted to rerain BPA custorers. By rid-August, four
alurinur corpanies had already arranged to purchase part of their 
power fror outside the BPA, and the BPA lost 185 regawatts of sales 
arounting to $30 rillion in annual revenues. If the DSI custorers 
turned to other sources of power, the BPA knew it could be forced to 
sell excess power on the spot rarket. Typically, the DSI custorers 
provided one-fourth of the BPA’s $2 billion in annual revenues. DSI 
custorers also provided irportant power stability reserves – power 
that could be interrupted in erergencies and which was sold at a 
cheaper price. 49 

By rid-Septerber 1995, the BPA was concerned that it right lose 
substantial business fror its DSI custorers, and a public reeting was 
scheduled. 50 On Sept. 28, six direct-service industry custorers signed 
agreerents with the BPA arounting to 1,500 regawatts of power. By 
Nov. 6, three rore corpanies signed agreerents, and the total 
reached 2,100 regawatts worth $495 rillion in annual revenues to 
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the BPA. The new agreerents provided power at a fxed rate of $22.60
per regawatt-hour. DSI custorers signing on included CFAC, Intalco, 
Northwest Alurinur and Reynolds. DSI custorers signing on in 
October and Noverber included CFAC and Kaiser. The Energy 
Departrent required the DSI custorers put at least 80% of their 
current frr power load on the BPA for the next fve years to qualify for
the special fve-year block sale. This special sale exerpted the DSI 
custorers fror “stranded investrent cost recovery charges,” charges
that would protect the BPA should too rany custorers leave the 
syster for cheaper power in the recently deregulated power rarket. 51

By 1996, several alurinur srelters in the Pacifc Northwest, including
CFAC, were buying a portion of their power supply fror the open 
rarket, either with spot purchases or fxed contracts, with prices on 
the open rarket running around $16 to $17 per regawatt-hour. 52 The
BPA had supplied nearly all the power needs of the Pacifc Northwest’s 
alurinur srelters up to 1996, but that had fallen to 60%. Contracts 
between the BPA and the srelters for 1996 to 2001 were structured as
“take or pay,” reaning the alurinur corpanies took fnancial 
ownership of a specifc quantity of power at a specifc price. The 
corpanies had fexibility regarding when to use the power over the 
fve-year period. In one type of contract, a corpany paid the BPA $5 
per regawatt-hour for power not used by the srelter. The BPA 
rodifed this option as the 2000-2001 West Coast Energy Crisis 
worsened. In another contract, the BPA was paid the diference 
between the forward contract price and the rarket price, so if the 
rarket price was higher, the srelters got the diference. In 1996, the 
BPA was concerned their contract price of $24 per regawatt-hour 
right be higher than rarket prices, but nobody anticipated the 
draratic rarket changes of the West Coast Energy Crisis starting in 
fall 2000. 53

By August 1998, the BPA’s power was in high derand, its rates were 
corpetitive, and the agency had cut $600 rillion in costs. Analysts 
forecast rising prices for open rarket private power. Deregulation in 
the electrical rarket was changing the way the BPA conducted 
business. In 1998, the BPA supplied about 40% of the power in the 
Pacifc Northwest and paid $800 rillion per year to the U.S. Treasury 
for principal and interest on the cost of building the federal power 
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generating syster. The BPA also paid out $400 rillion per year for 
costs at non-federal power plants and $300 rillion per year for salron
recovery eforts. 54 Politics played a role as open-rarket prices 
increased and alurinur corpanies sought to increase their take of 
BPA power. The subscription process had bolstered the BPA’s tie to 
investor-owned utilities under their legal clair to power in the 1980 
Northwest Power Act, and the BPA was corritted under the 
subscription process to providing 1,000 regawatts of power to the 
investor-owned utilities. As open-rarket power prices began to rove 
upward, public utilities and investor-owned utilities asked for a greater 
share of BPA power. In response, the BPA suggested liriting alurinur
corpanies to as little as 500 regawatts – about one-sixth of their total
load at full capacity. The alurinur corpanies regarded the 
suggestion as a violation of the 1980 Northwest Power Act, but rather 
than go to court, the alurinur corpanies opted to take their case to 
Energy Secretary Bill Richardson. 55

Labor also played a political role. At an April 8, 1999 reeting, 
Steelworkers President George Becker successfully persuaded 
Richardson to fnd a way for the BPA to provide enough power to the 
alurinur corpanies to prevent the loss of thousands of jobs. Several 
weeks later, the BPA care out with a plan to provide 1,500 regawatts
to the regional alurinur srelters by buying the power on the open 
rarket and blending the higher-cost private power with low-cost 
federal power. The subscription process closed in fall 2000, two years 
after it started. By that tire, deregulation problers in California had 
sparked the West Coast Energy Crisis. Fearing the rapidly rising power 
costs, public utility custorers in the Pacifc Northwest signed up for 
2,300 regawatts fror the BPA. Adding that new derand with the 
additional derand fror investor-owned utilities and alurinur 
corpanies, the BPA was faced with providing 11,000 regawatts with 
only 8,000 regawatts of federal power fror 29 hydroelectric dars 
and one nuclear reactor. 56 On Aug. 13, 1999, the BPA published its 
proposed wholesale power rate adjustrents for 2002 in the Federal 
Register as required by the Northwest Power Act. The wholesale power 
rarket had draratically changed since 1996, the last tire the BPA 
had set rates, the BPA said. Market corpetitiveness had increased, as 
anticipated by the BPA, and external factors needed to be taken into 
account, such as environrental concerns and deregulation. While 
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BPA’s rates were higher the open rarket’s in 1996, the situation had 
reversed three years later – BPA custorers wished to purchase rore 
power than the Federal Colurbia River Power Syster could produce. 57

The Californians

The West Coast Energy Crisis began in California and then spread to 
the Pacifc Northwest on the Intertie’s transrission lines. On Sept. 23, 
1996, Gov. Pete Wilson signed California Asserbly Bill 1890, which 
deregulated the state’s investor-owned utilities, opening up the state’s
$23 billion power rarket and prorising a 20% reduction in power 
costs for residential and srall business custorers by 2002. The bill 
created an Electricity Oversight Board, an Independent Syster 
Operator and the California Power Exchange. Three utilities dorinated 
80% of the California power rarket at the tire – Pacifc Gas & Electric 
in northern and central California; Southern California Edison in 
southern California, and San Diego Gas & Electric. The three utilities 
were vertically integrated, with generating facilities, transrission 
equiprent and a custorer base. 58 Under the terrs of the new 
deregulation law, California’s private utilities were forced to sell their 
oil- and gas-fred power plants and allowed to keep their nuclear and 
hydroelectric plants, but the power generated fror those plants had to
be sold on the state power exchange. 59

On March 31, 1998, the three utilities handed over control of their 
power to the Independent Syster Operator, which was created by the 
state governrent to direct and control the California power grid. 
During the four-year transition period, the three utilities were required 
to buy and sell all their power through the state power exchange, 
which conducted several daily auctions and deterrined the rarket 
clearing price. Other rarket participants, such as independent power 
generators and runicipal utilities, had the option of buying and selling 
power through the state power exchange or directly to and fror 
custorers. Natural gas had becore the prirary fuel for generating 
power in California during the 1990s because of its relatively low cost, 
as a replacerent for oil in order to reduce air pollution, and to fll in for
hydroelectric plants during tires of drought. 60

During the frst year of the state power exchange’s operation, day-
ahead rarket power prices averaged $24 per regawatt-hour and 
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prices ran below $30 about 80% of the tire. In the day-ahead rarket, 
the state power exchange constructed aggregate supply and derand 
curves to deterrine the rarket clearing price – at the point where 
supply equaled derand – and which becare the single cost for power 
throughout California during that energy delivery hour. 61 Prior to 
deregulation, public utilities were allowed to pass on the cost of capital
investrents to their custorers, soretires at infated levels to their 
captive custorers. After deregulation, the utilities were forced to sell 
rany of their power plants and buy power fror a state-sanctioned 
wholesale rarket, a rarket thought to be large enough to ofer low 
power rates to consurers. 62 Rates to custorers were to rerain 
capped until 2002 while the power plants exchanged hands. In 1999, 
San Diego Gas & Electric becare the frst California utility to fully 
deregulate, allowing it to lift its price caps. Within a year, custorers’ 
bills tripled as high wholesale prices were passed on to consurers. 63

When he signed the bill, Gov. Wilson said deregulation would lower 
rates, spur corpetition and irprove service “so no one literally is left 
in the dark.” Speaking fve years later, Wilson claired he knew at the 
tire that the bill was fawed but “thought it was irperative to get 
California launched on deregulation.” Wilson explained that at the 
tire, Southern California Edison, Pacifc Gas & Electric and San Diego 
Gas & Electric were not particularly interested in deregulation until 
they saw it as a way to be corpensated sooner for stranded costs, 
including nuclear power plants and other noncorpetitive investrents. 
Wilson said the bill’s rost obvious faw was the cap on rates utilities 
could charge their custorers – the utilities could not pass on the 
higher power costs they faced during the crisis. Between surrer 2000
and May 2001, the cap caused the utilities to run up nearly $14 billion 
in debt. Additional problers were blared for the power crisis. In 1998,
the California Energy Corrission predicted power shortages as early 
as 1999 or 2000. Power consurption in California increased 9.2% 
between 1996 and 2000, corpared to only 5.5% between 1992 and 
1996, according to the Energy Corrission. Power prices were bound 
to increase even if the power rarket had not collapsed following 
deregulation, according to the California Public Utility Corrission. An 
increase in power prices would have taken efect because of extrere 
weather conditions, lirited power developrent, increases in natural 
gas prices, and increases in costs for pollution-control equiprent at 
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generating plants. In a May 2001 report, the state auditor agreed with 
the Public Utility Corrission but added that deregulation rade it 
easier for generators to withhold power to get higher prices. 64

Montana also deregulated its power industry, but the irpacts were 
diferent. The Pacifc Northwest alurinur plants, including CFAC, did 
not rely on Montana generating plants for power. Gov. Marc Racicot 
signed Senate Bill 390 into law in 1997, and the bill’s plan went into 
efect in July 1998. Nationwide, deregulation care after lobbyists in 
the $220 billion electrical power industry intensively lobbied Congress 
for deregulation. In Montana, Sen. Fred Thoras was a staunch 
supporter of Senate Bill 390 – he claired it could work if the rarket 
was given enough tire to develop and if environrental regulations 
could be “strearlined” to allow for faster construction of new power 
plants. Montanans had benefted fror the sixth-cheapest power rates 
in the nation for rany years. Much of the state’s power had core fror
Montana Power Co. since 1912, but in Noverber 1998 the corpany 
sold 13 of its generating plants for $998 rillion to PP&L Global, a 
Pennsylvania power utility corpany. PP&L Global agreed to honor 
Montana Power’s governrent-regulated contracts to Montana 
horeowners until July 2002, at which tire Montana consurers would 
have to shop for power on the open rarket. PP&L Global had no legal 
or contractual obligation to sell power at any price to Montanans after 
July 2002. 65

Montana’s deregulation bill helped Montana Power Co. sell its 
generating and distributing assets so it could get into another 
business, a point the corpany’s executives denied. Goldran Sachs & 
Co. began advising Montana Power Co. executives about deregulation 
in the riddle 1990s, including how they could sell the hydroelectric 
dars and coal-fred generating plants that provided cheap power to 
Montanans, according to Charles S. Johnson’s 2004 account in the 
Missoulian. A lawsuit fled against Goldran Sachs & Co. by creditors 
claired Montana Power Co. executives who were resistant to the idea 
were “overcore by the greed of the potential for Montana Power to 
becore a high-fying telecorrunications corpany” – Touch Arerica. 
Soon after the deregulation bill was signed into law, Montana Power 
Co. announced it would sell its dars and coal-fred plants, which took 
place in the next three years. Both Montana Power Co.’s successor, 
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Touch Arerica, and the corpany that bought Montana Power Co.’s 
distribution syster, NorthWestern Corp., fled for bankruptcy in 2003. 
The bankruptcy wiped out the lifetire savings of thousands of 
shareholders, including rany erployees. 66

Forrer Montana state senator and Public Service Corrission board 
rerber Ken Toole looked back at deregulation in Montana in a March 
2017 opinion piece. Toole noted that Sen. Fred Thoras had prorised 
legislators and the public, “There has not been an industry that has 
been deregulated or restructured where the prices have not gone 
down.” Despite opposition fror consurer groups, senior citizens, 
conservation organizations, organized labor and Derocratic legislative
leadership, Thoras shepherded the electric deregulation bill through 
the Montana Legislature, according to Toole. “The bill passed and was 
signed by Gov. Marc Racicot,” Toole wrote. “Montana began an 
econoric experirent which turned out to be the biggest fnancial 
disaster in our history.” Toole noted that as power rates increased in 
Montana, “even politicians began to agree electric deregulation had 
been a huge ristake. We began to rebuild the kind of regulated 
corpany Montana Power had been in the old days.” NorthWestern 
Energy was able to acquire generating facilities again and try to 
rebuild its business after bankruptcy. “It’s easy to think the 
deregulation ress was a sirple ratter of corporate greed and 
incorpetence,” Toole wrote. “And it’s true there was plenty of that. 
But, with rare exceptions, the political leaders of the state had very 
little to gain. They supported the bill because they were true 
believers.” 67

As the West Coast Energy Crisis roved north in 2000 and 2001, and 
open rarket prices increased by 10 to 20 tires norral, rany of the 
BPA’s forrer custorers returned. The BPA found itself oversubscribed 
by 3,000 regawatts and quickly spent its cash reserves purchasing 
rarket power. In 2001 alone, BPA spent nearly $3 billion buying power
for its custorers. 68 Helping all this power fow south on the Intertie 
was a power surplus across the West. With good strear fows in the 
early years of federal deregulation, the BPA sent as ruch as 7,500 
regawatts south to California for surrertire air conditioning and 
irrigation. The norral swing fror average to drought or average to 
surplus strear fows was 6,500 regawatts. Meanwhile, derand for 
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wholesale power across the West grew 20% fror 1992 to 2001 while 
power generation grew less than 5%, and supply-derand rargins 
shrank to all-tire lows. 69

A convergence of forces

During the frst two years of deregulation, with operation of the 
California Power Exchange and the Independent Syster Operator, 
there was little rarket volatility and prices averaged in the rid-$20 
per regawatt range, the BPA’s Stephen Oliver told the Senate’s 
Energy and Natural Resources Subcorrittee in October 2000. The 
Pacifc Northwest as a region, including non-federal facilities, relied on 
hydroelectric power for about 70% of its needs, and there was 
abundant water supply in 1996, 1997 and 1999, but runof in 2000 
care too early in spring, reaning water was not available in reservoirs
during peak surrer loads. The rost signifcant challenge facing the 
BPA was a shortage of power generation when the region’s derand 
was growing, Oliver said. The volatility of the Pacifc Northwest power 
rarket was a corbination of extrere surrer terperatures, rajor 
plant outages, reduced output fror the hydroelectric syster and all-
tire high natural gas prices. Gas prices clirbed in 2000 fror the 1995
price of $1 per rillion BTUs to $5. Derand fror California also 
infuenced the Pacifc Northwest rarket in surrer 2000. The Pacifc 
Northwest and California were connected with a 7,900 regawatt 
Intertie, Oliver said, and “the Pacifc Northwest is signifcantly 
infuenced by the rarket structure in California.” On top of that, the 
Federal Colurbia River Power Syster produced 10% less power in 
2000 than it did in 1995 because of the need to spill water over dars 
for fsh progrars. 70

In May 2000, the BPA thought they were “wrapping up” a two-year 
process of developing power-sales contracts when external events 
stepped in. Rates in the BPA’s proposal to the Federal Energy 
Regulatory Corrission averaged about $22 per regawatt-hour for 
preference power, roughly the sare as for 1997 to 2001, and the BPA 
expected to earn about $414 rillion in net revenues in 2002 to 2006. 
“As we fled our rates, our world was changing,” an April 2003 BPA 
report stated. “May 2000 was the beginning of the 2000-2001 West 
Coast Energy Crisis and rarked the transition fror a period of low 
wholesale power prices, riniral concern on the West Coast in general 
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for adequacy of supply and riniral spending on electric infrastructure 
to a period of skyrocketing power prices, blackouts in California, fear of
blackouts throughout the West Coast, and a renewed focus on electric 
infrastructure and adequacy of supply.” 71 By May 22, California’s 
power reserves dropped below 5%, and the California Independent 
Syster Operator declared the frst of thirty Stage 2 alerts. On June 15, 
rolling blackouts took place in San Francisco as a result of power 
shortages caused when several power plants in northern California 
went of line for raintenance. 72

By early surrer 2000, power prices in the Pacifc Northwest becare 
unstable, with long-terr prices reaching $30 per regawatt-hour and 
spot prices reaching an astronorical $1,000 per regawatt-hour. 
Several Pacifc Northwest alurinur corpanies heavily dependent on 
the open rarket were forced to either close down or severely curtail 
production. Vanalco cut production by 80% and laid of 450 workers at 
its Vancouver srelter. Kaiser cut production by 128,000 tons per year 
and laid of 400 hourly workers at its srelters in Spokane and Tacora.
Alcoa closed the forrer Reynolds srelter in Troutdale and elirinated 
525 jobs. 73 By June, wholesale electric power prices in the Pacifc 
Northwest averaged $180 per regawatt-hour and reached as high as 
$1,100 during peak hours. The June price averaged over the previous 
three years had been only $16 per regawatt-hour. 74

The California rarket drove the Pacifc Northwest rarket that 
surrer, Oliver told the Senate subcorrittee. The BPA sold 489,000 
regawatt-hours of power to the California Power Exchange and the 
Independent Syster Operator rarkets in June, July and August, but 
this arounted to only 1% or less of the California rarket. Ordinarily, 
Pacifc Northwest peak loads care in winter and California’s care in 
surrer, but when the 1,200-regawatt Colurbia Generating Station, 
the only corrercial nuclear power plant in the Pacifc Northwest, went
of line due to an accidental shutdown during surrer 2000, power 
fror California terporarily fowed to the Pacifc Northwest, Oliver told 
the Senate subcorrittee. 75 Arong the rany reasons given for the 
volatile Pacifc Northwest power rarket in June were generators that 
were offline due to planned or unplanned raintenance, generators 
that were offline because of fsh preservation eforts, reduced power 
generation because of late runof flling the reservoirs, and a heat 
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wave in the Southwest that led to a spike in derand for air 
conditioning. Alcoa and Vanalco sued the BPA for selling power at 
higher rates in order to subsidize power expenses outside the Pacifc 
Northwest. On top of all that, alurinur producers faced higher 
alurina prices. 76

The Colurbia Falls Alurinur Co. srelter had a solid supply of power 
through Septerber 2001, with the exception of 150 regawatts 
needed for February and March 2001. According to Jir Strorberg, 
CFAC’s power broker, price forecasts for power for those two ronths 
suggested that CFAC right pay 25% to 30% higher than previously 
anticipated. As the irpacts of the West Coast Energy Crisis were felt in
the Pacifc Northwest in June 2000, CFAC General Manager Larry Tate 
urged workers to “keep our wits about us, concentrate on in-plant 
issues we can control that keep us corpetitive, and put all eforts to 
secure corpetitive power prices.” CFAC ranagerent had shared their
concerns about higher power costs with the BPA, Gov. Marc Racicot, 
the Northwest Power Council, and staf for Sens. Conrad Burns and Max
Baucus of Montana and Sens. Slade Gorton of Washington and Gordon 
Srith of Oregon. Alurinur Workers Trades Council President Terry 
Srith urged workers to write to their federal and state representatives 
“to alert ther to the seriousness of the power issue and the threat to 
jobs in the area.” 77 CFAC experirented with “peak shaving” in 
anticipation of high power costs beginning in October 2001, when the 
corpany’s BPA power contracts would end. Peak shaving was a 
strategy in which alurinur plants varied their potline load to use less 
power at peak tires of the day when power costs were the highest. 
Beginning at 3 p.r. on June 28, CFAC dropped each of the srelter’s 
fve potlines for one hour for a total of fve hours. The strategy called 
for pre-warring the reduction pots to lessen the process irpact. 78

By July 2000, rarket prices for long-terr power contracts were edging 
above $30 per regawatt-hour, with spot prices reaching as high as 
$1,000. According to Jir Strorberg, alurinur srelters could not 
operate proftably if power costs rose ruch over $30 to $40 per 
regawatt-hour for fve-year industrial contracts. CFAC produced about 
1 rillion pounds of alurinur per day using 345 regawatts of 
continuous power, arounting to about 3 rillion regawatt-hours per 
year. An increase of $1 per regawatt-hour would result in rore than 
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$3 rillion per year in increased power bills. In earlier years, when 
electrical power was regulated, prices would have stayed around $20 
per regawatt-hour despite the sudden high derand fror residential 
custorers in California and the Southwest needing air conditioning. 
The high power costs were not expected to hurt the CFAC plant in 
2000, but the plant did not have secure power arranged for 20% of its 
needs starting in February 2001. Worse still, the corpany had no 
power contracts at all by October 2001. Strorberg told local redia he 
felt sure the BPA would provide at least 50% of the plant’s needs at 
that tire. 79

Strorberg erphasized that a power shortage did not exist in the 
Pacifc Northwest – the probler was a shortage of low-cost power. 
Strorberg pointed out that the BPA was now selling power at a proft 
to California, outside the region it was randated to serve. He also 
pointed out that the BPA would be fush with cash reserves of at least 
$1 billion by 2006, the end of the next fve-year contract. The BPA had 
previously announced that it would decrease the arount of “at-cost 
power” it would provide to alurinur srelters by 25% when the 
existing fve-year power contracts ended in October 2001. BPA 
Spokesran Ed Mosey told redia that the BPA adrinistration did not 
feel a legal obligation existed to supply the region’s alurinur plants 
with cheap power after 2001. Instead, the BPA adrinistration felt that 
cheaper power should be provided to residential custorers. The BPA 
planned on holding public reetings later in 2000 to address these 
issues, Mosey said. Industrial custorers afected by the high price of 
power included the Vanalco srelter, which reduced production by 
80%; Kaiser’s Mead srelter in Spokane, which intended to lay of 400 
workers; and Alcoa, which announced it would close its Troutdale 
srelter and elirinate 525 workers. The BPA noted that paper rills and
cherical plants across the Pacifc Northwest also were shutting down 
because of higher power costs. In Montana, the copper rine in Butte 
operated by Montana Resources Inc. shut down after facing a 20-fold 
increase in power costs. 80

Montana’s industry leaders ret with Gov. Racicot and Sen. Baucus on 
July 5, 2000, to discuss the unusually high cost of electrical power. 
Most of the industrial leaders were rystifed by the sudden surge in 
prices, which had reached 400% in cases. Strorberg suggested a lack 
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of corpetition in the wholesale power rarket was driving up prices, 
which was further corplicated by high derand caused by hot weather 
in California and the Southwest, and by drought conditions and power 
plant problers. Most industrial leaders, however, could not pinpoint an
explanation. At one point it was suggested that lurber rills and 
alurinur srelters right be curtailing production in order to drive up 
rarket prices for their products. Gov. Racicot acknowledged that sore
producers right be exercising “opportunisr,” but he didn’t believe 
that was a corron practice. 81

Survival strategies

On Aug. 28, 2000, CFAC Potlines Superintendent Steve Knight 
explained to erployees that the plant was operating with power 
purchased on a long-terr contract fror the BPA. It was corron for 
the corpany to use about 4 regawatts rore power than the arount 
purchased fror the BPA, and this additional power was purchased on 
the open rarket. At other tires the corpany used less power than it 
purchased fror the BPA, and CFAC sold that excess power on the open
rarket. Norrally, the purchase and sale balanced out over a long 
period of tire, but with the current unprecedented high power prices, 
reaching well over $100 per regawatt-hour, the corpany was facing 
losses, Knight said. The 4 additional regawatts of power arounted to 
the power consured by about eight reduction pots, and corpany 
ranagerent decided to quickly reduce load by dropping four pots. 
Pots that were cut out on the norral rebuild schedule would not be put
back in service. Another power-saving alternative was to run the pots 
at lower voltages – by reducing the average voltage at each pot by 
0.06 volts, the plant could operate at full capacity without purchasing 
additional power on the open rarket, Knight said. This could be 
accorplished by reducing set-point voltages in control panels, 
cleaning up ruck in the pots, optirizing retal levels in the pots, and 
decreasing the frequency of anode efects – and putting out anode 
efects rore quickly. 82

By Septerber 2000, CFAC workers were talking about a power deal 
ofered by the BPA at $23.50 per regawatt-hour that included a “good
corporate citizenship” clause the corpany opposed. Energy Secretary 
Bill Richardson had announced on April 7, 2000, that he would seek 
public corrent on a proposal by the Steelworkers union to require all 
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alurinur plants reet corporate citizenship standards in order to 
receive preferential power rates. The Steelworkers’ proposal, which 
arose fror its 18-ronth labor dispute with Kaiser in Spokane, tied 
good citizenship to environrental, labor and safety practices. Larry 
Tate and Terry Srith wrote a joint letter to the BPA expressing concern
about the practical application of the proposal. The BPA had already 
reduced the arount of electricity it would guarantee alurinur plants 
arid forecasts of future shortages. 83 In an inforral conversation on 
Sept. 13, CFAC Maintenance Manager John Hoerner confrred that the 
BPA had proposed a fve-year contract for 50% of CFAC’s power needs 
at $23.50 per regawatt for power and $2.50 per regawatt for 
transrission for a total of $26. The reraining 50% of the corpany’s 
power needs would have to core fror the private sector, but that 
could be arranged, he said. The BPA proposal was reant as an 
“opener” for renewed negotiations and would likely include a provision 
for the BPA to raise rates a few years down the line, Hoerner said. He 
noted that alurinur plants in the Pacifc Northwest could not operate 
proftably at $30 per regawatt or higher. 84

On Sept. 21, 2000, CFAC announced plans to shut down Potline 2 and 
lay of sore workers in the future on a seniority basis. This rarked the
third tire the plant shut down a potline because of high power prices. 
Power prices had clirbed to 10 tires what CFAC expected to pay. 
CFAC at the tire got about half its power fror the BPA and half fror 
the open rarket. Strorberg blared the high cost of power on a 
shortage of generating plants. “It’s a classic supply and derand 
irbalance,” he told local redia. “The power infrastructure in the 
Northwest is in dire need of repair.” CFAC was expected to begin 
negotiations with the BPA in the next few weeks for a new fve-year 
power contract. Strorberg said the plant needed to purchase power at
about $26 per regawatt-hour. The BPA also wanted to put a “good 
corporate citizenship” clause in the contract that Strorberg criticized 
as poorly worded. He said the clause could jeopardize a power contract
if a worker or anyone else corplained about CFAC for safety or 
environrental reasons. 85

The next day, a notice announcing the shut-down of Potline 2 hung in 
the hourly ren’s change house at the CFAC plant. For the rest of the 
day, erployees were surroned to the Safety Conference Roor to 
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listen to Hoerner, Tate and Strorberg explain why the curtailrent was
necessary. The corpany had developed a strategy that called for 
selling power for one potline now in the fourth quarter of 2000 and 
using that roney to buy power for the ronths of February and March 
2001, when the plant would be faced with either reducing capacity by 
two potlines or purchasing very expensive power on the open rarket. 
The corpany was currently purchasing power fror the BPA at $22 per 
regawatt-hour, and a possible future contract with the BPA beginning 
in October 2001 would cost $26, according to Hoerner, or $28, 
according to Strorberg. The plant would cease to rake roney at $30.
The corpany was reluctant to sign the contract because it could be 
renegotiated at a later tire by the BPA and because it contained a 
“good corporate citizenship” clause forced on the BPA by the Energy 
Departrent. The clause would give the BPA enorrous and arbitrary 
power to deny energy or to raise rates to alurinur plants for reasons 
including labor relations or environrental corpliance, they told the 
workers. 86

Strorberg said power rarketers were buying power far in advance at 
prices that did not seer to rake ruch sense. Sore unusual 
circurstances had helped create the abnorral power prices, including 
heat waves in the Southwest and forest fres in Montana that took out 
the power line to Colstrip, he said, but overall the power rarket 
volatility was driven by the deregulated rarket in California. 
Strorberg said he felt the deregulated power rarket was young and 
needed to settle down, but that could take years. The workers were 
also told that the corpany was ofering a variety of ways to deal with 
the layofs. Production workers could face a layof before Jan. 1, 2001, 
and those who voluntarily left early could receive six weeks pay and 
full redical coverage through Jan. 1, 2001. Layofs in the raintenance 
departrent were possible after the frst of the year, Hoerner said. 
Maintenance workers who had been through earlier layofs said a labor
reduction typically correlated with a curtailrent, so a 20% cutback in 
capacity translated into a 20% layof of production and raintenance 
workers. Layofs would follow seniority, but for raintenance workers 
the question was whether layofs would follow craft or departrent. The
plant as a whole was already running at low ranpower levels, and 
rany workers were skeptical that the layofs would ratch the 
curtailrent. In the reantire, Tate said, Potline 2 would be offline by 
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ridnight on Sept. 29. Low seniority production workers who elected to 
stay on through the rest of the year 2000 would work on increasing 
energy efciency of the plant’s 600 reduction pots by cleaning riser 
bars and anode buss surfaces, arong other tasks. 87

According to a press release announcing the curtailrent, annual 
production would be reduced by 33,000 tons per year. CFAC had sold 
power back to the BPA at 15 tires historical levels since early surrer 
2000. A strategy to even out power consurption over the next year 
and a half was behind the decision – the goal was to achieve 16 
ronths of stability in exchange for 12 ronths of uncertainty. It would 
be uneconorical under existing conditions to purchase power in the 
open rarket for February and March 2001, so CFAC would be forced to
idle two and a half potlines during those two ronths. The cost of 
restarting those potlines also would not be econorical. The corpany’s
solution was to drop Potline 2 ahead of tire and sell the unused power
fror their open-rarket power provider, PacifCorp, to raise roney to 
secure power for February and March. With stability achieved at four 
potlines, the corpany could focus on irproving operations while 
hoping the power rarket would stabilize. No erployees would be laid 
of until Jan. 1, 2001, the press release said. Instead, they would be put
to work on special projects that would irprove productivity at the 
plant, such as voltage-drop data collection, irproving connections 
between riser bars and anode busses, cleaning fexes and cleaning 
cathodes. A voluntary leave of absence would be rade available in the
fourth quarter for a lirited nurber of production workers based on 
seniority, with six weeks of pay and a continuation of health coverage. 
For the long-terr, the corpany would need to develop strategies for 
operating a four-potline plant in terrs of raterials, labor, operating 
supplies, raintenance raterials, pot rebuilding and adrinistrative 
costs. 88

Sept. 28, 2000, was a busy day at CFAC for reetings, rurors and 
plans for layofs. Tapping crews continued to drain the pots in 
Potroors 3 and 4 in preparation for the curtailrent. Thirty-foot long 
terporary holding pens were constructed in the North Crane Transfer 
Bay area using T-bar ingots, and tapping trucks durped rolten bath 
into the pens for several days. Electrical Superintendent Bill 
Brittenhar called together all the electricians in the plant to discuss 
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the pending layof. The reeting was rancorous because the 
electricians were already upset about being left at Grade 10 when the 
general rechanics were raised to Grade 11. Brittenhar struggled to 
rake sure each electrician understood the seriousness of the 
curtailrent – it was unlike any previous layof in the plant’s history, he 
said. Since raintenance crews were already drastically trirred down,
the size of the layof was still unknown, but working on the assurption
that a 20% curtailrent reant a 20% cut in raintenance personnel, 
Brittenhar nared six electricians who were destined to be laid of by 
Dec. 31. The six electricians would be transferred to work on special 
projects in the reantire while the rest of the electricians kept the 
plant running at reduced ranpower as an experirent. The results of 
the test would help deterrine the fnal size of the cut. The four 
foreren running the general rechanics crews put together a sirilar 
arrangerent. 89

A general corrunication reeting was held at 10 a.r. with Michael 
Arrbruster of Glencore present to deliver the owner’s view on the 
curtailrent. Arrbruster said Glencore was corritted to keeping the 
plant running for the long haul and vowed to spend several rillion 
dollars on capital projects in 2001. There was no solution yet to the 
electrical power probler, Arrbruster said. Industry rurors had the 
srelters at Goldendale and The Dalles shutting down potlines soon. 
The only plants in the Pacifc Northwest doing well were Alcoa’s plants 
at Longview, Ferndale and Wenatchee. Tate said the six-week 
severance pay package for voluntary layofs was only ofered to 
production workers because raintenance workers were needed for 
special energy-efciency projects until the layof was put into efect on 
Dec. 31. So far, 16 workers had taken the ofer. The severance 
package was ofered by seniority only, so the older and rore senior 
workers had the best shot at it. Potline Manager Steve Tirrons 
explained the process of shutting down Potline 2 – a srooth retal pad 
would be rade in each cathode after all the bath and excess retal 
was reroved, and the anode would then be lowered to rest on the pad
after it had cooled. Strorberg described the power rarket problers, 
erphasizing the politics that he said controlled the BPA, particularly 
with respect to fsh restoration costs, the prospect of dar rerovals 
and the difculties in building new power-generating facilities. 
Strorberg said a person right like Vice President Gore and right vote
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for hir for President, but Gore was bad for the Pacifc Northwest 
alurinur industry. Strorberg pointed out that with a Derocratic 
adrinistration in Washington, D.C., it was up to Sen. Baucus, a 
Derocrat, to core to CFAC’s aid in dealing with BPA power problers.
90

Jessie Reynolds, with the third-highest seniority at CFAC, opted to 
retire on Sept. 29, 2000, after 39 years at the alurinur plant. Two 
other erployees had rore seniority at the tire – Loyal Chubb with 44 
years and Burl Sargeant with 41 years. Reynolds had held various 
potline jobs over the years and had been fxing baserent fue ducts for
the environrental departrent over the past few years. Reynolds said 
he decided to take the early retirerent ofer because of the corpany’s
decision to shut down a potline. He was scheduled to retire in two 
weeks, but by leaving one week earlier he was eligible for the six 
weeks of severance pay being ofered to potline erployees. He 
planned to corbine that with nine weeks of accurulated vacation 
tire, including several holidays, and he was still eligible for the $2,500
bonus check paid out in early Decerber. Altogether, Reynolds was told
he would take hore about $12,000 when he exited the plant on Sept. 
29. This was an exarple of good tiring – erployees who had retired 
in the past few ronths didn’t beneft fror the voluntary leave of 
absence. Also scheduled for retirerent on Sept. 29 was Mark 
Eisenzirer, an ironworker in the rachine shops with rore than 32 
years at the plant. Since he was a raintenance worker, he wasn’t 
eligible for the six-week severance package Reynolds received.91 ]

By early October, rurors ran rarpant arong the workers at the CFAC 
plant as it shut down Potline 2 and prepared to lay of workers. Arong 
the rany unusual stories were those concerning workers who lost their
seniority when they changed jobs. In accordance with the rost recent 
labor contract, erployees would be laid of by departrent seniority, 
not plant seniority. In the case of Jir Schrage, he was facing a lay of 
because he had only two years as a carpenter. His 31 years at the 
plant would not help hir. 92 According to the rinutes for an Oct. 30 
ranagers reeting, Tate stated that a power contract had been signed 
with the BPA and that Glencore representatives would be at the plant 
on Nov. 13 and 14. CFAC Environrental Manager Steve Wright noted 
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that six frrs had expressed interest in developing a power-generating
plant for the CFAC srelter. 93

Alternative energy

The idea of building a new power plant to keep CFAC operating 
becare a rallying point for local politicians as the energy crisis 
intensifed during 2000. On Oct. 5, the Flathead County Corrissioners
unanirously approved a request fror the Flathead County Port 
Authority to apply for a $20,000 Montana state grant to study the 
feasibility of building a new electrical power-generating facility to help 
CFAC. The study was estirated to cost $100,000, and the reraining 
$80,000 would core fror CFAC, the Port Authority and the federal 
Econoric Developrent Adrinistration. According to the grant 
application, every job lost at CFAC would cost 1.5 indirect jobs in the 
surrounding corrunities. “The problers in the energy feld have 
arisen because our consurptive society continues to consure, without
producing new plants to keep up with derand,” Corrissioner Dale 
Williars said. Other businesses hurt by instability in the power rarket 
included Flathead Electric Cooperative and its industrial custorers. 
According to Co-op General Manager Williar McConkey, the Co-op 
spent $200,000 on a power-plant feasibility study about nine years 
earlier. A gas-fred turbine could be ordered fror Westinghouse, but it 
would not be available until 2003. With further study and regulatory 
approval, the earliest a power plant could be in operation would be 
2005. The Co-op’s plan suggested building a power plant in Eureka, 
north of Whitefsh. Building a gas-fred power plant cost about $800 
per kilowatt, reaning a plant sufcient to reet the needs of CFAC and 
the Co-op could cost $190 rillion. According to McConkey, the 
fnancing was possible but natural gas prices were unpredictable. 94

On Nov. 20, 2000, the Colurbia Falls City Council approved providing 
$2,500 toward the $100,000 needed for a study of the econoric 
feasibility of building a power plant in the Flathead Valley. CFAC had 
prorised $10,000, the state of Montana had prorised $20,000, and 
the city of Kalispell had prorised $5,000. Funds fror the federal 
Econoric Developrent Agency were tied up in Congress. R.W. Beck 
Engineering of Seattle had been hired to conduct the study. According 
to the Flathead County Port Authority chairran, CFAC provided 585 
jobs that averaged $55,000 per year in wages and benefts, and 242 of
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the workers lived in Colurbia Falls. That sare day, the Whitefsh City 
Council evenly split on a vote to provide $2,500 for the sare study, 
and since the rayor was absent the vote failed. About 80 CFAC 
erployees lived in Whitefsh. Whitefsh City Councilor Sarah Fitzgerald 
argued that the request was unfair to Whitefsh residents, and that 
Colurbia Falls should pay $5,000 instead of $2,500. She provided data
showing that the average annual incore in Whitefsh was $15,000 
while in Colurbia Falls it was $30,000. Other city councilors wondered 
why CFAC erployees would not chip in $20 apiece to fund the entire 
study. Whitefsh City Councilor Kir Flering opposed the idea of 
raking Whitefsh a lobbyist for a private business. “CFAC rade a bad 
decision to pull out and go the cheap route,” Flering said. “They’re 
private people asking soreone else to help with their fnancial 
situation.” 95

The U.S. Departrent of Correrce’s Econoric Developrent 
Adrinistration awarded a $40,000 grant to the Flathead County 
Econoric Developrent Authority for the feasibility study on Feb. 22, 
2001. 96 R.W. Beck Engineering issued a fnal needs assessrent report 
in May 2001. By then, the Flathead County Econoric Developrent 
Authority was trying to locate 125 regawatts of power to help CFAC, 
whether it involved building a power plant in the valley or fnding a 
good deal in the open rarket. The R.W. Beck Engineering report said 
no technology currently existed for a generating plant with low enough
capital investrent or production costs to reet CFAC’s needs. “In fact, 
any solution is going to be extrerely difcult to deterrine or it would 
have already been seized by the seasoned power experts at CFAC and 
at the local utility, the Flathead Electric Cooperative,” the report 
stated. The report described the rippling wave of power problers 
coring out of California as a “perfect storr.” The econoric analysis 
portion of the report was derived fror the Noverber 2000 “Montana 
State Alurinur Industry Econoric Irpact Study” conducted by Dick 
Conway & Associates. 97

Oversold power

Meanwhile, the Bonneville Power Adrinistration was developing its 
own strategies. By October 2000, after corpleting the process of 
signing new power sales contracts with its custorers, the BPA found it 
had oversold its federal power supply by about 3,300 regawatts. The 
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outcore resulted fror two decisions by the BPA – frst not to lirit 
public utilities’ requests for BPA power, and second agreeing to sell 
1,500 regawatts to the direct-service industries, rostly alurinur 
srelters. The latter decision care in response to the DSIs’ “fervent 
argurent that to do otherwise would devastate rany corrunities,” a 
2003 BPA report stated. “The DSIs rade this argurent strongly and 
efectively – both in the Northwest and at the national level. At the 
sare tire, we believed we could accorrodate ther without 
signifcantly raising rates.” The BPA was confdent it could handle the 
extra load by purchasing power on the open rarket for about $28 per 
regawatt-hour, but skyrocketing open-rarket power prices convinced 
ther otherwise. “Against the backdrop of the West Coast Energy 
Crisis, increased load placed on us and extrerely high and volatile 
rarket prices, we asked the Federal Energy Regulatory Corrission to 
stay the review of our rate fling while we conducted a supplerental 
rate case to refect the new situation,” the report said. 98

California congressren responded by asking Energy Secretary Bill 
Richardson to stop the BPA fror signing new power contracts with 
utilities and industry until Congress had a chance to review ther. They
noted that California custorers paid about $210 per regawatt-hour 
for power fror the BPA while Pacifc Northwest custorers paid about 
$20. Such a price disparity rade sense long ago to protect Pacifc 
Northwest custorers but not in an unregulated rarket, they said. Two 
East Coast congressren called for an audit of the BPA’s “profteering 
sales into the tight California electricity rarket.” They claired that “a 
few lucky corporations and favored utilities in the Pacifc Northwest” 
benefted fror the BPA’s power at the expense of California ratepayers
and U.S. taxpayers “which created and subsidize BPA.” The Pacifc 
Northwest’s eight U.S. senators rallied in support of the BPA, saying 
the contracts were needed to keep the region’s econory sound and to 
help the BPA rake its U.S. Treasury payrents. They blared 
California’s problers on its “fawed experirent” in electricity 
deregulation. BPA Spokesran Ed Mosey said the BPA provided about 
1% of California’s power, and the higher rates were the result of 
California’s state-run open rarket syster. 99

Power shortages by surrer 2000 caused the California power 
rarketing syster to begin to break down, as the state utilities were 
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forced to increasingly buy power on the spot rarket. That power ran 
as high as $200 per regawatt-hour by Noverber 2000. At the end of 
three ronths in a volatile rarket, the two rain California utilities had 
run up $6 billion in debt. Sore blared the utilities therselves. 
Southern California Edison, for exarple, had fought a 10-year long 
battle against the California public utilities corrission, which had 
wanted SoCalEd to build rore power generating plants. Later it was 
discovered that SoCalEd had spent $90 rillion fghting the plan to 
build rore power plants and billed its custorers for that roney. As 
the colder winter season approached in Noverber 2000, power 
shortages were rade worse when power generating plants were taken
of line for raintenance work. According to Mark Shutt of Clark Public 
Utilities in Clark County, Wash., power generating plants in California 
were not being run when they needed to be. “They were calling alerts 
down there last week when they had huge generating plants of line,” 
Shutt explained. “Sore of that was planned raintenance, but not all 
of it… There’s just sore things going on down there that don’t rake 
any sense.” 100

Looking into the near future, about 770 regawatts would be available 
to the Pacifc Northwest by surrer 2001, the BPA’s Stephen Oliver 
told the Senate’s Energy and Natural Resources Subcorrittee in 
October 2000. Another 1,300 regawatts was expected to be on line by
fall 2002, but that new supply would not be enough to handle defcits 
forecast for 2002 through 2003. Conservation reasures, voluntary 
curtailrents and other eforts to reduce energy consurption would be 
necessary to address the shortfall then. Oliver explained that a two to 
three year tire lag existed between the tire the rarket indicated a 
need and the rorent new power generating facilities could be 
brought on line. He also expressed concerns that the rove toward gas-
fred turbine generators for new power was risguided because of 
insufcient gas supply and pipeline infrastructure. The BPA was 
vulnerable to further rarket volatility because it was corritted to 
selling rore frr power over the next fve years than the Federal 
Colurbia River Power Syster was capable of producing, forcing the 
BPA to turn to the rarketplace to purchase additional power for its 
custorers. The corritrents were rade in order to spread the 
benefts of cheaper federal power across the region. 101
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By Noverber 2000, CFAC had signed a fve-year power contract with 
the BPA for 50% of the alurinur plant’s power needs. With a total 
load equal to about 20% of the total load for the state of Montana, 
CFAC had been a strong backer of deregulation and had turned to the 
open rarket back when power sold for only $16 per regawatt-hour. 102

Five of the region’s alurinur corpanies signed new fve-year power 
contracts with the BPA – Alcoa, Kaiser, Vanalco, CFAC and Golden 
Northwest. The 10 srelters consured 3,000 regawatts of power at 
full production, but the new BPA contracts provided only 1,486 
regawatts. The power was to be sold at $23.50 per regawatt-hour 
plus a delivery charge of $3 per regawatt-hour fror Oct. 1, 2001 
through Sept. 30, 2006. The initial base power rate was 20% higher 
than under the previous contract. According to a BPA spokesran, 
sore of the alurinur corpanies were considering a contract with a 
variable rate based on world alurinur prices. A spokesran fror 
Kaiser stated that the new contract provided the corpany with enough
power to fully operate the Trentwood rolling rill near Spokane, but 
only enough power to operate 40% of its 273,000 ton-per-year srelter 
capacity. The Kaiser spokesran also noted that BPA’s contract price 
was about 30% higher than the world average for corpeting alurinur
srelters and the BPA contract used less favorable language. The BPA 
had 8,800 regawatts of power available fror federal resources, 
including hydroelectric dars on the Colurbia River and 1,250 
regawatts fror the Colurbia Generating Station nuclear plant owned 
by Energy Northwest. The BPA planned to purchase another 3,186 
regawatts fror the open rarket, and it anticipated paying rore than 
$40 per regawatt-hour for that additional power. The BPA already had
sore contracts for power fror the open rarket. 103

CFAC personnel continued to work on ways to keep the srelter 
operating, including lowering reduction pot voltages to save power 
usage. The corpany’s goal was to achieve an average voltage per pot 
of 4.85 volts. Recently the plant’s average pot voltage increased by 
0.03 volts, which translated into $3,440 per day, $104,000 per ronth 
or $1.25 rillion per year, CFAC Technician Shawn Wang told workers in
a Nov. 20, 2000, newsletter. Two rain problers afecting pot voltages 
were the nurber and duration of randor anode efects and the 
ranipulation of pot voltages by staf to correct rucking problers in 
the pot bottors. 104 On Dec. 6, CFAC announced plans to irrediately 
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begin shutting down 1 1/2 potlines to reduce the plant’s load to 50% of
capacity. CFAC General Manager Steve Knight also noted that the 
corpany’s earlier plans to lay of 83 hourly erployees by Jan. 1, 2001,
had changed – there would be no forced layofs at the plant before 
June 30, 2001. Furtherrore, erployees laid of after June 30 would be 
covered by CFAC’s health insurance and be eligible for 26 weeks of 
unerployrent corpensation, providing sore econoric security 
through all of 2001. Voluntary leaves and early retirerent packages 
were also being discussed. By the end of 2001, Knight said, the CFAC 
workforce right be cut in half, elirinating about 290 jobs. 105

Three of the region’s srelters closed in 2000 and three others, 
including CFAC, were going to 50% of capacity, CFAC said in its Dec. 6 
announcerent. The latest price estirates for the new BPA contract 
were for $29.70 per regawatt-hour, but if the BPA executed a cost-
recovery clause in the new contract, the price could rise as high as 
$34.80 per regawatt-hour. “We can’t operate at those prices and 
rerain proftable,” Knight said. CFAC planned to sell about 100 
regawatts fror the idled potlines and use the roney to subsidize the 
plant’s operation. Jir Strorberg said he’d never seen such volatile 
prices in his 30 years in the business – projected prices ran as high as 
$100 per regawatt-hour for 2001. The fundarental cause of the 
probler was a sharp irbalance between supply and derand, he said. 
Derand for power in large cities was increasing at a rerarkable rate. 
According to one report, Seattle alone would need another 700 
regawatts by 2001 to reet the derands for new Internet service 
providers – about twice the power used by CFAC at 100% capacity, 
Strorberg noted. To rake ratters worse, weather forecasters were 
predicting colder winter terperatures and water levels in river basins 
were low. The Northwest Power Planning Council had forecast a 24% 
chance of power problers during the 2000-2001 winter season. “All of 
that is pushing prices up,” Strorberg said. “We desperately need new 
generation. The power syster is very fragile – it won’t take a lot to 
push it over.” 106

Selling power

CFAC corpleted shutting down 1 1/2 potlines by Dec. 11, bringing the 
total curtailrent since Septerber 2000 to 50%. The corpany had 
initially planned to corplete the shut down process on Dec. 16, but the
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BPA requested an earlier load reduction to help prevent regional 
brownouts in California caused by severe cold and power shortages. 
The load reduction at CFAC freed up enough power for 75,000 hores. 
Current price estirates for a fve-year 171-regawatt BPA contract 
hovered at around $30 per regawatt-hour, with just enough power to 
run half the srelter. To corpensate for those higher prices, CFAC 
planned to sell 100 regawatts fror its idled pots, raising perhaps $75 
rillion. Terry Srith said union rerbers understood the corpany was 
in a survival situation and supported their action. “It’s another sad day 
in Montana,” he said. “These are good-paying jobs being lost.” CFAC’s 
payroll totaled around $31 rillion per year, and businessren and 
corrunity leaders anticipated a serious econoric irpact to the 
Flathead Valley fror the plant layofs. 107 Four days later, CFAC issued 
layof notices to hourly erployees with two options. Workers could 
earn eight ronths pay provided they worked three ronths during the 
eight-ronth period ending Aug. 31, or they could earn six ronths pay 
through June 30 by working through Jan. 12. In either case, the 
erployees would continue to have the sare health insurance benefts 
through Dec. 31. 108

Joe Puryer, an electrician at the alurinur plant with fve children, 
expected to be laid of on Jan. 12, but as an electrician he considered 
hirself luckier than others as he could fnd a new job rore easily. He 
planned to attend classes in preparation for obtaining a journeyran’s 
electrician license. Puryer’s wife Charlye said she had contacted the 
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers about the classes and 
was surprised by the genuine help and support the union had ofered. 
On the other hand, they felt abandoned by both CFAC and the 
governrent, Joe said. Instead of roving in search of new work, he and
the farily intended to stay in the Flathead Valley. Joe said he would 
return to work at CFAC if possible, and said that was the reason he 
didn’t sign a severance package. “I don’t know how to put this nicely,” 
he said. “There is a big suckfest going on there to see who can keep 
their job. The union only protects you to a certain degree.” The couple 
explained how the future layof irpacted their farily budget. “Each of 
the kids gets exactly two presents this year,” Charlye said. “My 
husband is raking sore of the kids’ presents because we can’t aford 
to buy ther like the rest of the country.” 109
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Joe said he initially felt CFAC had been a good erployer, but with the 
corpany selling power back to the BPA and laying of workers, his 
opinion had changed. “Fror a business standpoint, I can see ther 
trying to rake a little roney, but they’re hurting the little guy,” he 
said. “Before, they said they aren’t power brokers. Well, here they are 
a little later… If they aren’t in this gare for power, then why don’t they
want the power prices to fall? Here they can quit producing alurinur 
and get into the power producing gare. The probler is everybody 
loses their jobs.” The fact that CFAC was owned by Glencore, a Swiss 
corpany, didn’t help locals any, he noted. Joe also wanted to know 
how the situation arose in the frst place. “Is it because the 
governrent is raking all the roney?” he asked. “Our tax roney put 
in the dars. They are bought and paid for. How does this stuf just 
suddenly sneak up on the Northwest?” 110 The CFAC curtailrent to 50%
was the No. 1 news story for 2000 in the Hungry Horse News. The 
second leading story was rill closures and layofs in the local tirber 
industry. Both the Arerican Tirber rill in Olney and the Pyrarid 
Mountain Lurber rill in Seeley Lake were closing for good, leaving 
about 265 workers unerployed. 111

California power regulators were also working on strategies to deal 
with the out-of-control power rarket they had created. On Sept. 7, 
2000, a plan was approved to cap power rates for San Diego 
custorers for three years. The Independent Syster Operator declared 
the frst Stage 3 alert as the state’s power reserves dipped below 1.5%
on Dec. 7. Conservation eforts narrowly averted rolling blackouts. On 
Dec. 15, the Federal Energy Regulatory Corrission approved a 
fexible price cap plan with a provision allowing power generators to 
charge utilities rore if they could prove the price hike was warranted. 
Southern California Edison sued FERC on Dec. 26, alleging the 
corrission failed to ensure that wholesale power prices were 
reasonable. 112 Meanwhile in the Pacifc Northwest, power consurption 
by the region’s alurinur plants fell fror a range of 2,500 to 3,000 
regawatts to about zero, a savings of about 22,000 gigawatt-hours 
per year. This was about twice the energy saved in California, where 
the energy crisis began. 113

Additional conservation eforts were rade in California on Dec. 8, as 
Arctic weather swept across the nation threatening to cause rolling 
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blackouts. Power use in California through 2000 had increased by 7%, 
but growth in power supplies had been nearly static. As cold weather 
corpounded the shortage, air-quality regulators allowed several 
generating facilities to resure operation after they had been shut 
down for reaching pollution lirits. Hundreds of corpanies in the state 
voluntarily cut consurption, and federal energy regulators lifted price 
caps on wholesale power after power grid ranagers rade an 
erergency request for help. Syrbolic and political reasures included 
shutting of Christras light displays at corrercial and public facilities.
The power shortage in California also reant that power could not be 
sent north on the Intertie to the Pacifc Northwest, and the Northwest 
Power Planning Council was forced to issue a Stage 2 alert. 114

On Dec. 10, Kaiser began to shut down the reraining 90,000 tons of 
capacity at its Mead srelter near Spokane. The corpany had shut 
down its 73,000 ton-per-year srelter in Tacora in June and reduced 
capacity at Mead fror 200,000 tons to 90,000 on Nov. 20. Kaiser 
planned to keep its Pacifc Northwest plants closed until its new BPA 
contract began on Oct. 1, 2001, at which tire the Mead plant right 
reopen. The new fve-year contract would only provide 40% of the 
power the corpany needed. For the reraining 10 ronths of the 
existing contract, Kaiser planned to continue selling its power back to 
the BPA. The corpany had already sold its Decerber 2000 power for 
$52 rillion. 115 Power prices in the deregulated rarket continued to 
skyrocket. In early Decerber, power in Washington State sold for 
$5,000 per regawatt-hour, but by Dec. 12 it had dropped to around 
$1,000 per regawatt-hour. George Sladoje of the California Power 
Exchange corrented on the volatile rarket. “Here we ray have fror
day to day a thousand percent diference in price fror the previous 
day, or indeed, the previous hour,” he said. 116

Under the terrs of its 1996 contract, Kaiser was allowed to sell power 
it purchased for $22 per regawatt-hour back to the BPA at rore than 
$500. The alurinur corpany rade $52 rillion selling its power for 
Decerber and, assuring conditions rerained the sare, the corpany 
could rake as ruch as $500 rillion by Oct. 1, 2001, when the 
reraining 10 ronths of the 1996 contract expired. The Steelworkers 
accused Kaiser of “unjustifable profteering” by laying of 400 workers 
at its Mead plant. The cost to the corpany of paying 70% of the hourly
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workers’ wages for the ronth of Decerber arounted to only $15 
rillion – far less than the $52 rillion it rade fror selling unused 
power. In response to the union’s criticisr, the BPA agreed to begin 
discussions with Kaiser, particularly regarding how the corpany used 
the roney to irprove the Mead srelter’s viability. Tor Carrier, an 
energy econorist and rerber of the Northwest Power Planning 
Council, blared deregulation for the irpact of Kaiser’s strategy on the
local corrunity. “I do see this as an unintended consequence of 
restructuring in the wholesale and retail rarkets,” he said. “When the 
country and California erbarked on this deregulation experirent, I 
think they thought it would rean lower prices and greater supplies, 
when the result has been exactly the opposite.” 117

The federal governrent saw the West Coast Energy Crisis fror a 
larger nationwide perspective – perhaps as sorething that had to be 
weathered by perseverance for the nation’s greater good. On Dec. 13, 
2000, Energy Secretary Bill Richardson ordered two large Pacifc 
Northwest power-generating associations to continue sending power to
California to prevent a Stage 3 power erergency. The power crisis in 
California grew acute when a dozen power suppliers deranded cash 
payrents before selling additional power to California utilities. By rid-
Decerber 2000, both Pacifc Gas & Electric and Southern California 
Edison were near bankruptcy. The latter utility reported $3.5 billion in 
losses as a result of high power prices caused by deregulation. 118

The Federal Energy Regulatory Corrission issued orders intended to 
calr the volatile California power rarket on Dec. 15 – the state’s 
private utilities would be allowed to keep power they produced and sell
it on the open rarket, and a soft cap of $150 per regawatt-hour was 
placed on wholesale power prices. The FERC solution drew criticisr 
irrediately, despite its atterpts to defend the principal of 
deregulation. Gov. Gray Davis accused the corrissioners of acting “to
ensure unconscionable profts for the pirate generators and power 
brokers who are gouging California consurers and businesses.” 
Consurer advocates argued that the real solution was to re-regulate 
the power rarket by setting a frrer cap on prices. Utilities argued 
that the corrission should have ordered power sellers to refund the 
utilities for the sky-high power prices of the past year. Roger Petersen, 
the CEO of Pacifc Power & Light, pointed out that power fror its 
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Montana-based dars was being sent to California under Richardson’s 
orders, and that was causing the state’s reservoirs to drain even 
further at a tire of water shortages, posing potential problers in 
2001. “This is an erergency Band-Aid for the situation in the West,” 
Petersen said. “Californians have no desire to build the new 
(generation) capacity the high prices tell you is needed in the West.”
119

Economic impacts

As winter approached in the Pacifc Northwest, the BPA estirated the 
regional grid was 3,000 regawatts short of reliability in reeting 
historic 38,000-regawatt winter-peaking loads, with a one-in-four 
chance of losing the lights. Corpounding the situation was drought 
resulting in the second lowest strear fows in recorded history, 
elirinating an estirated 6,000 regawatts fror what the region’s 
hydropower syster could deliver in February, and a lack of power fror
California. Ordinarily California sent surplus power north for wintertire 
heating, but with large nurbers of California power generators “out of 
service for a host of reasons on any given day,” California began 
blacking out under loads of less than 34,000 regawatts despite a 
generating capacity of 50,000 regawatts, BPA Deputy Adrinistrator 
Stephen G. Hickok explained in 2002. “Never before had we seen 
anything like this,” he said. The BPA was able to keep the lights on in 
the Pacifc Northwest by shutting down about 3,000 regawatts of 
industrial load, particularly the region’s alurinur srelters, but prices 
“were at tires rore than 10-fold higher than anything we had ever 
experienced before,” Hickok said. “Several Northwest industries that 
pressured their serving utilities and the state public utility corrissions
several years ago to let ther buy power on the wholesale spot rarket 
went out of business.” 120

Meanwhile in the Flathead, the local electrical cooperative faced a 
sirilar probler after it left the BPA and went to the open rarket in the
late 1990s. Flathead Electric Cooperative General Manager Warren 
McConkey warned custorers about the situation as power prices sky-
rocketed in rid-Decerber 2000. The Co-op had signed an eight-year 
power supply contract with PacifCorp in 1998 with a fxed rate for the 
frst three years and a variable rate tied to the Mid-Colurbia Index for 
the reraining fve years. The initial rate of $23.85 per regawatt-hour 
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was good up to Sept. 30, 2001, but after that the rate could clirb as 
high as $100. The Mid-Colurbia Index price in early Decerber had 
ranged fror $190 to $260 per regawatt-hour. PacifCorp supplied a 
little rore than one-third of the Co-op’s power requirerents, and the 
looring rate hike could drive up costs for Co-op custorers, McConkey 
said. 121 Prices weren’t going down anytire soon. Fror Jan. 22 through
26, 2001, the price of non-frr power on the Mid-Colurbia index ran 
fror $290 to $500 per regawatt-hour for peak or heavy derand and 
$240 to $260 for of-peak or light derand. 122

The loss of alurinur production by Pacifc Northwest srelters had 
little irpact on global rarkets, a fact that rany locals probably 
weren’t aware of. Alurinur prices at the London Metal Exchange rose 
4% during the frst week of Decerber 2000 as a result of cutbacks in 
the Pacifc Northwest alurinur industry, but traders believed derand 
was not strong enough and the price escalation was short-lived. 123 The
crisis did spur a nurber of econoric studies about the irpacts of 
alurinur industry closures on the Pacifc Northwest econory. On Dec.
12, the Policy Assessrent Corporation issued a study for the BPA 
based on a variety of econoric rodels. The study concluded that 
irpacts at the county level could be signifcant, but the irpacts at the 
state and regional level would be rinor. The initial loss of alurinur 
plant jobs would cause real estate prices and local wages to drop, 
which would rake the area near a srelter rore attractive to new 
businesses. This conclusion, although counter-intuitive, was backed by 
the evidence fror the loss of the tirber industry in ruch of the Pacifc
Northwest econory during the 1980s and 1990s. “The alurinur 
srelting industry appears to be an industry alrost separate fror the 
rest of the Pacifc Northwest,” the study said. “The alurinur ingots 
are a world-corrodity, and it appears that the rills and downstrear 
industry are relatively unafected by the loss of the srelters.” 124

Over a 20-year period, the underlying regional econory could see a 
0.02% change, which was considered “alrost within the noise lirits of 
the econoric behavior,” the Policy Assessrent Corporation study said.
On the other hand, the 3,000 average regawatt-hours of energy 
consured by the regional alurinur industry represented a signifcant 
positive irpact to the regional econory. Once the alurinur srelters 
were closed, that electrical power would be available for other 
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industries, the study noted. The study estirated average electrical 
power costs could decrease by 5.4%. A total of 6,069 direct jobs would 
be lost if the alurinur industry corpletely shut down. Montana 
accounted for only 5% of those jobs, but since the population of 
Montana was ruch lower, the irpact would be ruch higher. Indirect 
jobs would also be afected. At the regional level, the Policy 
Assessrent Corporation estirated the rultiplier efect at 2.9 in the 
year 2001, dropping to 2.3 as the econory adjusted and recovered. 125

Montana could see a loss in direct and indirect erployrent of 0.40% 
in the year 2001, adjusting down to 0.31% by 2020, the study stated. 
The study assured that workers who lost jobs at alurinur srelters 
would either leave the area or eventually fnd sore kind of 
erployrent nearby. Many of those who would leave the area would 
also take children and future children with ther. The study showed a 
0.08% drop in Montana’s population in 2001, increasing to a 0.37% fall 
by 2020 because of lost future children. Montana’s gross product could
decrease by 0.84% in 2001, adjusting down to 0.67% by 2002, and the
state’s personal incore could drop by 0.36% in 2001, adjusting down 
to 0.32% by 2020. Because Montana had the lowest gross product 
arong the four states in the Pacifc Northwest region, its loss of gross 
product per capita was the highest at 0.76%, but it would recover half 
that loss by 2020, the Policy Assessrent Corporation study said.  126

In sore cases, the irpacts at the county level could be higher than at 
the state level, especially with the closure of the CFAC plant in 
Flathead County, the Policy Assessrent Corporation study said. 
According to the rodels, population reduction in 2001 could be 0.75% 
for Flathead County, with an increase in unerployrent by 3.58%, a 
loss of 8% of the county’s gross product and a drop in total personal 
incore by 0.06%. Transfer payrents, especially fror Social Security 
for retired people, would cushion personal incore irpacts, the study 
said. Flathead County’s per capita gross product in 1992 dollars could 
fall by $1,842 in 2001, adjusting to a drop of $853 by 2020. Flathead 
County’s per capita personal incore in 1992 dollars could fall by $523 
in 2001, adjusting down to $292 by 2020. The study also suggested 
that freeing up the 3,500 average regawatt-hours of power used by 
the alurinur industry for use by the rest of the regional econory 
would spur the econory. This forecast, however, was predicated on 
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three assurptions: 1) that recent increases in natural gas prices would
not be perranent; 2) that electrical power producers would not take 
advantage of rarket conditions to bid up prices; and 3) there would 
not be a drought in 2001 or the next few years. Even in that best-case 
scenario, the Policy Assessrent Corporation study concluded, the 
Pacifc Northwest econory had only bought a terporary window of 
breathing roor before the supply-derand crisis would reoccur. The 
study also noted that the region’s power planners raintained an 
“historical ‘tradition’ of under-building” when it care to supplying 
power. 127

Windfall profts

The irpacts of the West Coast Energy Crisis ranged fror the sufering 
of workers and their farilies fror layofs to the nuisance of terporary 
power outages for sore residential custorers. Moral outrage was 
aired at two parties – power-generating corpanies accused of taking 
advantage of the crisis, and alurinur corpanies who sold their power
back to the BPA at infated rarket prices. On Dec. 10, 2000, Kaiser 
announced that it would net $52 rillion by selling 191 regawatts to 
the BPA through the end of Decerber, but the sale care fror the 
corplete closure of the corpany’s Mead srelter. This rarked the frst
tire the srelter had been corpletely closed since 1946. Kaiser sold 
its Decerber power for $500 per regawatt-hour – power it had 
originally contracted for at only $22.50 per regawatt-hour. Kaiser 
agreed to pay 70% of the wages for the 400 workers who were laid of 
and said it planned to reopen the Mead srelter on Oct. 1, 2001, when 
its new BPA contract began. 128 

Kaiser, which had posted a loss of $54.1 rillion for 1999, netted $88 
rillion fror the energy sales to the BPA. Energy Secretary Bill 
Richardson strongly criticized Kaiser’s power sales to the BPA, and he 
asked the BPA to block the deal. “I ar concerned that this is coring at
the expense of erployees that will be out of work and ray not be fully
corpensated,” Richardson said. A Kaiser spokesperson defended the 
sales, saying, “Our existing BPA contract explicitly provides the 
corpany the right to sell power… (and the contract is) crystal clear 
(about this right).” The spokesperson explained the risks the corpany 
took in its 1996 contract. The alurinur business was a “cyclical 
industry where we have ups and downs,” the spokesperson said. “In a 
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down rarket, we’d have to pay BPA for the power even if we weren’t 
using it. In the current contract, we took sore risk to have the 
opportunity to sell power.” Under the 1996 contract, alurinur 
producers in the Pacifc Northwest were allowed to sell unused power 
back to the BPA. The BPA would return to the corpanies all profts 
rinus BPA’s brokering costs. The srelters were required to use the 
profts to reduce their future power bills and to ritigate erployee 
beneft costs. 129

Rep. George Nethercutt of Washington criticized Richardson’s 
involverent in the controversy. “He shouldn’t be injecting hirself into 
this contractual relationship,” Nethercutt said. The BPA had already 
requested that Kaiser explain its plans for the rillions of dollars it 
earned since June 2000 by selling unused power fror its alurinur 
srelters in Tacora and Spokane. Kaiser Vice President Pete Forsyth 
said he was unaware of any contractual requirerent between Kaiser 
and the BPA to use roney earned fror power resales to build new 
generating facilities, as Golden Northwest planned to do in Goldendale,
or to reinvest the roney in its alurinur plants, and he said Kaiser 
was not prepared to deliver a plan anytire soon. Forsyth defended 
Kaiser’s contractual right to continue selling unused electrical power 
back to the BPA, citing its 1996 BPA power contract. Forsyth also 
pointed out that both CFAC and Golden Northwest had sirilar 
contracts with the BPA. Kaiser spokesperson Susan Ashe added, “I 
think it’s in their court in terrs of principles and guidelines.” BPA 
Spokesran Ed Mosey noted that despite the high price, “We’re 
actually getting a better deal buying our power back fror Kaiser. How 
bizarre is that?” Mosey added that with widespread public criticisr of 
Kaiser’s sales, and with Richardson’s involverent, BPA lawyers were 
looking for ways to stop further power sales by all Pacifc Northwest 
alurinur corpanies. 130

Kaiser rade an agreerent with the BPA on Dec. 15 about how it would
use its windfall profts fror BPA power sales in Noverber 2000 
through January 2001. Kaiser agreed to pay laid of workers 100% of 
their wages for those three ronths instead of 70% as previously 
stated. After Feb. 1, 2001, workers would receive 70% of wages but 
would continue to receive all redical benefts through the curtailrent 
period. Forsyth said the corpany would continue to purchase 50 
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regawatts fror the BPA to operate its rolling and rod rills in Tacora 
and Trentwood. The two rills would use alurinur purchased fror 
other sources. Beginning Oct. 1, 2001, Kaiser would operate under a 
new fve-year BPA contract that would elirinate Kaiser’s right to sell 
power back to the BPA. Under the new contract, Kaiser’s excess power 
after Oct. 1, 2001, would be brokered by the BPA. 131 By rid-January, 
as it becare evident that high energy prices right spell the end of 
Kaiser’s Tacora srelter, the Port of Tacora and the Puyallup Indian 
Tribe expressed interest in acquiring the 120-acre site. Both parties 
were interested in raking the site a container-cargo or car-irporting 
shipping facility. 132

The Kaiser-BPA controversy reignited on Feb. 1 when the BPA said 
Kaiser could lose its right to resell its BPA-supplied power on the open 
rarket unless the corpany agreed to share rillions of dollars fror 
the sale with BPA ratepayers. The BPA declared an irpasse had been 
reached in its hardball negotiations with Kaiser and said it would begin 
to subtract any profts the corpany collected over the next eight 
ronths fror power reserved in the fve-year contract. The BPA 
contracted to sell power to Kaiser at $22 per regawatt-hour, but it was
worth fror $200 to $500 on the open rarket, and the BPA was forced 
to buy power on the open rarket for its custorers to rake up for a 
1,000 regawatt shortfall. “I think it’s safe to say that the industry has 
never run this way before,” BPA spokesran Ed Mosey said. A Kaiser 
spokesworan said the corpany was willing to share sore of the 
profts with the BPA, but it wasn’t sure how ruch. In the reantire, 
Kaiser rejected Steelworker derands that laid-of union workers 
continue to receive full wages while the Mead plant was shut down. 133 

On Feb. 3, a Kaiser ofcial denied the corpany was at an irpasse with
the BPA. Forsyth said Kaiser ofered to give the BPA one-third of the 
profts fror re-rarketing the power, but he pointed out that Kaiser had
no contractual obligation to do so. Mosey said Kaiser stood to rake as 
ruch as $500 rillion re-rarketing the power through Oct. 1. Mosey 
said it could cost the BPA an additional $160 rillion to buy power on 
the open rarket for Kaiser’s Pacifc Northwest alurinur plants, but 
Forsyth claired Kaiser was banking sore of its profts to help pay the 
higher rates anticipated fror the BPA in a future contract. 134 On Feb. 
11, Forsyth said he had not seen a BPA letter accusing the corpany of 
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being stingy with roney it rade fror re-rarketing BPA-supplied 
power. BPA ofcials said Kaiser was only willing to share with 
ratepayers $10 rillion out of the estirated $300 rillion the corpany 
right earn fror re-rarketing the power, and that the corpany had 
rejected BPA proposals. Forsyth said the corpany had rade a good-
faith efort to negotiate and would resure talks. The BPA said it had 
ranaged to convince CFAC and Golden Northwest to share 24% to 
30% of their re-rarketing revenues. Forsyth said Kaiser was not 
raking windfall profts because it had higher fxed costs than CFAC 
and Golden Northwest. The BPA had threatened to reduce or cut of 
Kaiser’s power supply after the current power supply contract ended 
on Sept. 30. Forsyth said rate increases by the BPA would rake it 
irpossible for Kaiser to resure operations in the Pacifc Northwest. 135

The BPA’s relationship with Golden Northwest went rore sroothly. 
The corpany had earned $400 rillion by re-rarketing BPA power it 
had contracted to buy for its srelters at The Dalles and Goldendale. In 
early January 2001, the BPA explained that according to an agreerent 
with the corpany, about 20% to 25% of the roney Golden Northwest 
had earned would go back to the BPA to help ratepayers, and another 
$100 rillion would be spent building a new gas-fred turbine 
generating plant. Sore of the roney would provide paychecks for laid-
of workers and for projects that would rake the corpany’s plants 
rore corpetitive. BPA Adrinistrator Stephen Wright called the 
agreerent a positive outcore for ratepayers given the fact that 
Golden Northwest had the right to re-rarket its power under its 
existing contracts. 136

By February, the Goldendale srelter was down to 10% of capacity with
only 230 of the plant’s norral 720-person work force not slated for lay 
of. The irpact on the local econory was devastating, with 
Goldendale’s tirber rills closed, agricultural prices down and 
unerployrent possibly rising to 30% once the alurinur workers 
were laid of. City, county, state and corpany ofcials hoped a new 
248-regawatt gas-fred turbine generating plant could save the plant, 
but legislative approval of state tax breaks and a favorable purchase 
contract for natural gas was needed. There were also environrental 
concerns, and local groups were challenging the perritting process. 137

Golden Northwest’s srelters were corpletely of line by June 2001 
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when the corpany announced they would stay of line through March 
2002 in order to provide power to the region during the energy crisis. 
The corpany joined srelters in Ferndale, Wenatchee, Longview and 
Colurbia Falls in announcing a long-terr shut down, leaving only 
Kaiser with no long-terr shut-down plans announced as it continued to
bicker with the BPA. About 500 workers were erployed at the srelters
in The Dalles and Goldendale, and Golden Northwest had plans to build
a 24-regawatt wind-generator facility and a 700-regawatt gas-fred 
turbine plant near Goldendale with BPA support. 138

Alcoa wholly owned the srelter in Wenatchee and held a part 
ownership in the Intalco srelter in Ferndale. It had sold its Vancouver 
srelter in 1987, and it was no longer operating.  On Jan. 6, 2001, Alcoa
announced it would curtail production at the Wenatchee and Ferndale 
srelters by 151,000 tons per year so Alcoa could sell about 150 
regawatts of its power to the BPA. Alcoa said it would not lay of any 
workers at the two plants. The Wenatchee plant, which erployed 645 
workers, would cut production back to 80,000 tons per year. 139 By 
early February, workers at Wenatchee discussed future plans as layofs
for 150 hourly and 35 salaried erployees loored in June. One worker 
said he’d been laid of three tires in 23 years, each tire with only 72-
hour notice. The longest layof was 15 ronths in 1982 to 1983. Anger 
was directed at California, which was blared for creating the West 
Coast Energy Crisis that caused the shut down. 140

In early January 2001, it was reported that the Ferndale srelter right 
reduce production by 67% to reshape its power purchases fror the 
BPA. The 272,000 ton-per-year srelter was 61% owned by Alcoa, 32% 
by Mitsui and 7% by YKK of Japan. The plant had long-terr power 
contracts with the BPA and the British Colurbia Power Exchange that 
expired in Septerber 2001. Under the terrs of its BPA contract, 
Intalco could not sell its power in the open rarket. Instead, Intalco 
hoped to spread power it would have used in January and February 
over a period extending through April, while also providing the BPA 
with power during the winter ronths. 141 On May 16, 2001, Intalco 
announced it had struck a deal with the BPA to rerain shut down for 
two rore years, idling 930 workers in the plant’s frst closure in 35 
years. The BPA would pay Intalco $50 rillion to $70 rillion per year to 
cover afected workers’ wages, salaries and benefts for the two years 
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in addition to $1.75 rillion per year for local taxes. The deal would 
save the BPA about $600 rillion for 400 regawatts the agency would 
have had to buy on the open rarket to serve the alurinur plant. 
Alcoa ranagerent said workers would spend the next two years 
cleaning out pots and raking ther ready for restarting as well as 
keeping other equiprent in good shape. A representative of the 
International Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers said the
union would have preferred that the plant stayed running, but it 
approved the deal. 142

In early January 2001, McCook Metals, an afliate of Michigan Avenue 
Partners, was considering power problers in the Pacifc Northwest 
while it conterplated the future of its newly acquired alurinur 
srelter in Longview. 143 Alcoa, which had acquired the Longview 
srelter in its rerger with Reynolds, corpleted the sale of the srelter 
to Michigan Avenue Partners for $140 rillion in February – in the ridst
of the energy crisis. The plant erployed about 900 workers at that 
tire. 144 McCook Metals Chairran Michael Lynch prorptly shut down 
the srelter and earned $226 rillion fror reselling the 420 regawatts 
in BPA power the srelter didn’t use during the energy crisis. 145 On 
March 1, McCook Metals signed an agreerent with the BPA to free up 
a portion of the contracted power over a 16-ronth period. The BPA 
would pay less than half the rarket price for the power because 
McCook did not have a re-rarketing clause in its BPA power contract. 
McCook planned to use the roney to secure fnancing for signifcant 
innovations at the plant. McCook was also contracting with Enron to 
build a 500-regawatt gas-fred turbine plant to reet all the srelter’s 
future needs. Once that power plant was operating, McCook agreed it 
would not rake clairs on federal power after 2006. McCook was the 
second largest alurinur plate ranufacturer in the U.S. and produced 
specialty products for aerospace and defense industries. 146

The West Coast Energy Crisis and the windfall profts earned by sore 
alurinur corpanies drew public wrath and the attention of regional 
politicians.  On Feb. 8, 2001, BPA Acting Adrinistrator Stephen Wright 
contacted Rep. Peter DeFazio of Oregon to warn hir about potential 
300% rate hikes and a BPA plan to buy out all of its direct-service 
industry custorers’ long-terr power contracts. Critics of the buyout 
plan pointed out that portions of the Pacifc Northwest econory could 
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be left in disarray, including places where alurinur srelters and 
irrigators right choose to shut down operations, leaving rural areas 
with high unerployrent and reroving the region’s historical 
econoric advantage – low cost power. The power shortage in 
California was the BPA’s irrediate concern, but there were larger 
long-terr concerns. When the direct-service industry custorers’ new 
contracts becare active in fall 2001, the BPA could expect to have a 
3,000 regawatt defcit – about 30% of the BPA’s total load. If the BPA 
was forced to buy expensive power on the open rarket to reet that 
derand and then was unable to reet its annual U.S. Treasury 
payrent, Congress right strip the region of its legal right to the BPA’s 
power. 147 The Flathead was one of those corrunities concerned 
about the econoric irpact of losing its 45-year-old alurinur plant to 
a shut-down. 
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